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Abstract
We consider an online model for recommendation systems, with each user being recom-
mended an item at each time-step and providing ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ feedback. Each user may
be recommended a given item at most once. A latent variable model specifies the user prefer-
ences: both users and items are clustered into types. All users of a given type have identical
preferences for the items, and similarly, items of a given type are either all liked or all disliked
by a given user. We assume that the matrix encoding the preferences of each user type for
each item type is randomly generated; in this way, the model captures structure in both the
item and user spaces, the amount of structure depending on the number of each of the types.
The measure of performance of the recommendation system is the expected number of disliked
recommendations per user, defined as expected regret. We propose two algorithms inspired by
user-user and item-item collaborative filtering (CF), modified to explicitly make exploratory
recommendations, and prove performance guarantees in terms of their expected regret. For two
regimes of model parameters, with structure only in item space or only in user space, we prove
information-theoretic lower bounds on regret that match our upper bounds up to logarithmic
factors. Our analysis elucidates system operating regimes in which existing CF algorithms are
nearly optimal.
1 Introduction
Options are good, but if there are too many options, we need help. It is increasingly the case
that our interaction with content is mediated by recommendation systems. There are two main
approaches taken in recommendation systems: content filtering and collaborative filtering. Content
filtering makes use of features associated with items and users (e.g., age, location, gender of users
and genre, actors, director of movies). In contrast, collaborative filtering is based on observed user
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preferences. Thus, two users are thought of as similar if they have revealed similar preferences,
irrespective of their profile. Likewise, two items are thought of as similar if most users have similar
preferences for them. More generally, collaborative filtering (CF) makes use of structure in the
matrix of preferences, as in low-rank matrix formulations [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In this paper, since
our model has no item and user features, all algorithms must do collaborative filtering.
An important aspect of most recommendation systems is that each recommendation influences
what is learned about the users and items, which in turn determines the possible accuracy of
future recommendations. This introduces a tension between exploring to obtain information and
exploiting existing knowledge to make good recommendations. The tension between exploring and
exploiting is exactly the phenomenon of interest in the substantial literature on the multi-armed
bandit (MAB) problem and its variants [9, 10, 11]. In the multi-armed bandit setup, optimal
algorithms necessarily converge to repeated play of the same arm; in contrast, a recommendation
system that repeatedly recommends the same movie, even if it is a very good movie, is surely
problematic! For this reason we will allow each item to be recommended at most once to each user
(as done in [12, 13]).
It is common to think of recommendation systems as a matrix completion problem. Given a
subset of observed entries, the matrix completion problem is to estimate the rest of matrix, where it
is assumed that the matrix satisfies some properties. This criterion does not capture the experience
of users in a recommendation system: a more appropriate measure of performance is the proportion
of good recommendations made by the algorithm.
With the aforementioned issues in mind, we work within a mathematical framework for evalu-
ating the performance of various recommendation system algorithms, related to the models studied
in [12, 13]. The framework is detailed in Section 2, but in brief, at each time-step each user in the
system is given a recommendation and then provides binary feedback in the form of ’like’ or ’dis-
like’. The user preferences are described by a latent variable model in which each user is associated
with a user type and each item is associated with an item type. Users who belong to the same user
type have identical preferences for all items and items belonging to the same type have identical
ratings from all users.1 The basic measure of performance is expected regret, defined as the expected
number of bad recommendations made per user over a time horizon of interest. A second perfor-
mance criterion is the cold start time, the first time at which recommendations become nontrivial
in quality. Our goal is to understand the dependence of these quantities on system parameters and
we will therefore seek bounds accurate only to within constant or logarithmic factors.
In the literature there are two categories of collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms. User-
user algorithms [16, 12, 17] use structure in the user space to predict user preferences. Here, the
preference of user u for item i is estimated from the preference of other users u′ believed to be similar
to u based on their previous ratings. Alternatively, item-item algorithms [13, 18, 19] use structure
in the item space. This time, the preference of user u for item i is estimated from the preference
of the same user u for other items i′ believed to be similar to i based on previous ratings from
1A similar model of data to ours, in which there is an underlying clustering of rows and columns, has been studied
in other settings [14, 15].
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users that have rated both i and i′. In Sections 4 and 6 we develop versions of user-user and item-
item CF algorithms tailored to our online recommendation system model and prove performance
guarantees. In order to achieve good performance, these algorithms must carefully explore the a
priori unknown relationships between users and items. One of the unexpected insights that emerge
from the analysis is that the item-item algorithm must limit the exploration to only a subset of
the items types, where the size of this subset depends on the system parameters and time-horizon.
The straightforward approach to Item-Item CF algorithms is to learn the whole preference matrix,
and as described in Section 3 this results in a qualitatively suboptimal cold-start time that can be
arbitrarily worse than the one obtained by our algorithm.
In order to focus on the information structure of the recommendation problem, and the asso-
ciated exploration-exploitation tradeoff, the majority of the paper assumes that user feedback is
noiseless. We generalize our user-user algorithm to handle noisy feedback and also describe how one
would similarly accommodate noisy feedback in the item-item algorithm. In essence, estimation of
similarity between users (or items) requires some redundancy in the information collected in order
to average out the noise.
We prove nearly tight lower bounds on regret for two parameter regimes of interest, identifying
settings in which the proposed algorithms cannot be significantly improved. In the user structure
only scenario, the model parameters are such that there is no structure in the item space. Anal-
ogously, in the item structure only scenario, the parameters are such that there is no structure in
the user space. We prove information-theoretic lower bounds for the performance of any algorithm
in the user-structure only and item-structure only models, which match to within a logarithmic
factor the performance obtained by our proposed user-user and item-item CF algorithms. These
results are outlined in Section 3.
One of this paper’s main contributions is the development of techniques for proving lower bounds
on the performance of online recommendation algorithms. Our lower bounds depend crucially on the
inability to repeatedly recommend the same item to a given user, and for this reason are completely
different from lower bounds for multi-armed bandit problems [10, 9]. At a high level, however,
the basic challenge is the same as when proving lower bounds for bandits: one must connect the
information obtained by the algorithm to the regret incurred. This allows to reason that subsequent
recommendations will have low regret only if prior recommendations yielded significant information,
which in turn necessitated exploratory recommendations with correspondingly substantial regret.
Thus, regret is a conserved quantity and cannot be avoided by employing complicated adaptive
algorithms.
The methods used for the lower bounds are elementary in nature. For example, in the user
structure only model, the arguments in Section 7 are based on two observations. First, one cannot
be confident in recommending any item to user u at time t if there is no user u′ that has rated
enough items in common, and in agreement, with user u by time t − 1. In this situation, the
similarity of u to any other user is uncertain and so too is the outcome of any recommendation.
Second, the outcome of recommending item i to user u at time t is also uncertain if none of the
users that actually are similar to u have rated item i by time t − 1. These observations imply
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a lower bound on the necessary number of exploratory recommendations before it is possible to
recommend with much better likelihood of success than chance. Similar reasoning leads to lower
bounds in Section 5 for the model with only item-structure.
A few papers including [12, 13, 20] have theoretical analyses for online collaborative filtering.
The paper [12] analyzes a user-user CF algorithm in a similar setting to ours and [13] analyzes an
item-item CF algorithm in a somewhat different and more flexible model. Relative to these, our
main distinction is obtaining nearly matching lower bounds showing optimality of our algorithms
and analysis. The model studied by Dabeer and coauthors [20, 1, 22] is also quite similar to
our setup, but their objective is different: they seek an algorithm that exploits in a provably
optimal fashion asymptotically in time, but their approach does not reveal how to explore. In a
different direction, Kerenidis and Prakash [21] seek to achieve low computational complexity for
recommendation in a similar setup as ours. What they show is that reconstructing the preference
matrix only partially, which is what our item-item CF algorithm does, is useful also with regards
to computation.
Hybrid algorithms exploiting both structure in user space and item space have been studied
before in [23, 24, 25]. Both Song et al. [23] and Borgs et al. [26] study a more flexible latent
variable model in the offline (matrix completion style) setting and propose collaborative filtering
algorithms using both item and user space. In a forthcoming paper we analyze a hybrid algorithm
within the same framework studied here.
1.1 Outline
The model and performance metric are described in Section 2. Section 3 overviews the main
results of this paper and includes numerical simulations to complement the theoretical analyses.
Our version of user-user CF is introduced and analyzed in Section 4. In Section 5 we prove that
the proposed algorithm is almost information-theoretically optimal in the setup with user structure
only. Our version of item-item CF is described and analyzed in Section 6, and the corresponding
lower bound in the setting with item structure only is given in Section 7. Appendix A contains a
few basic probabilistic lemmas, and Appendix B relates so-called anytime regret (unknown time
horizon) to known time horizon.
1.2 Notation
For an integer a we write [a] = {1, · · · , a} and for real-valued x let (x)+ = max{x, 0}. All logarithms
are to the base of 2. The set of natural numbers (positive integers) is denoted by N. We note here
that variables or parameters in Figure 1 have the same meaning throughout the paper, but any
others may take different values in each section. For real-valued x, ⌊x⌋ denotes the greatest integer
less than or equal to x and ⌈x⌉ denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. Numerical
constants (c, c1, c2 and so forth) may take different values in different theorem statements unless
explicitly stated otherwise.
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2 Model
2.1 Problem setup
There is a fixed set of users {1, . . . , N}. At each time t = 1, 2, 3, . . . the algorithm recommends an
item au,t ∈ N to each user u and receives feedback Lu,au,s ∈ {+1,−1} (‘like’ or ‘dislike’). For the
reasons stated in the introduction, we impose the condition that each item may be recommended
at most once to each user. In order that the algorithm never run out of items to recommend, we
suppose there are infinitely many items to draw from and identify them with the natural numbers.
The history Ht = {au,s, Lu,au,s , for u ∈ [N ], s ∈ [t]} is the collection of actions and feedback up
to time t. We are interested in online learning algorithms, in which the action au,t is a (possibly
random) function of the history up through the end of the previous time-step Ht−1. This additional
randomness is encoded in a random variable ζu,t, assumed to be independent of all other variables.
In this way, au,t = fu,t(Ht−1, ζu,t), for some deterministic function fu,t.
Algorithm performance will be evaluated after some arbitrary number of time-steps T . The
performance metric we use is expected regret (simply called regret in what follows), defined as the
expected number of disliked items recommended per user:
regret(T ) = E
T∑
t=1
1
N
N∑
u=1
1[Lu,au,t = −1] . (1)
Here the expectation is with respect to the randomness in both the model and the algorithm. The
algorithms we describe depend on knowing the time-horizon T , but by a standard doubling trick
(explained in Appendix B) it is possible to convert these to algorithms achieving the same (up to
constant factors) regret without this knowledge (see, e.g., [27]). This latter notion of regret, where
the algorithm does not know the time-horizon of interest and must achieve good performance across
all time-scales, is called anytime regret in the literature.
The time at which point recommendations become nontrivial in quality is another important
performance criterion, because until that point users invest effort but get little in return. In
the recommendation systems literature the notion of cold start describes the difficulty of providing
useful recommendations when insufficient information is available about user preferences. We define
the cold start time to be the first time at which the slope of regret as a function of T is bounded
by some value γ:
coldstart(γ) = min
{
T :
regret(T )
T
≤ γ
}
.
This is similar to (but somewhat simpler than) the definition in [13].
2.2 User preferences
We study a latent-variable model for the preferences (‘like’ or ‘dislike’) of the users for the items,
based on the idea that there are relatively few types of users and/or few types of items. Each
user u ∈ [N ] has a user type τU(u) i.i.d. uniform on [qU ], where qU is the number of user types.
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N Number of users
T Time horizon
qU Number of user types
qI Number of item types
τU (u) User type of user u
τI(i) Item type of item i
au,t Item recommended to user u at time t
Lu,i Rating of user u for item i
ξk,j Preference of user type k for item type j
Ξ Preference matrix
Figure 1: Notation for the recommendation system model.
We assume that qU ≤ N , because if qU > N then most users have their own type and all of the
results remain unchanged upon replacing qU by N . Similarly, each item i ∈ N has a random item
type τI(i) i.i.d. uniform on [qI ], where qI is the number of item types
2. The random variables
{τU (u)}1≤u≤N and {τI(i)}1≤i are assumed to be jointly independent.
All users of a given type have identical preferences for all the items, and similarly all items of a
given type are rated in the same way by any particular user. The entire collection of user preferences
(Lu,i)u,i is therefore encoded into a much smaller preference matrix Ξ = (ξk,j) ∈ {−1,+1}qU×qI ,
which specifies the preference of each user type for each item type. The preference Lu,i of user
u ∈ [N ] for item i ∈ N is the preference ξτU (u),τI (i) of the associated user type τU(u) for the item
type τI(i) in the matrix Ξ, i.e.,
Lu,i = ξτU (u),τI (i) .
We assume that the entries of Ξ are i.i.d., ξk,j = +1 w.p. 1/2 and ξk,j = −1 w.p. 1/2. Generalizing
our results to i.i.d. entries with bias p is straightforward. However, the independence assumption
is quite strong and an important future research direction is to obtain results for more realistic
preference matrices. We also consider a noisy model with Lu,i = ξτU (u),τI (i) · zu,i where zu,i are i.i.d.
random variables with P[zu,i = +1] = 1− γ and P[zu,i = −1] = γ.
2.3 Two regimes of interest
Two specific parameter regimes play a central role in this paper, capturing settings with structure
only in user space or only in item space. As described in Section 3, each of user-user or item-item
CF is almost optimal in the corresponding regime.
Definition 2.1 (User structure only (qI = 2
qU )). The user structure model refers to the case that
there is no structure in the item space. To simplify matters, we assume that the preference matrix
Ξ ∈ {−1,+1}qU×2qU is deterministic and has columns consisting of all sequences in {−1,+1}qU .
Essentially the same preference matrix would arise (with high probability) if qI is much larger than
2Throughout the paper, we will assume that the number of user types qU and the number of item types qI are
both Ω(logN), since the whole problem becomes easy if either of these parameters are too small.
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2qU (when the entries are i.i.d. as specified above in Subsection 2.2).
Definition 2.2 (Item structure only (qU = N)). The item structure model refers to the case
that there is no structure in the user space. This happens when qU is much larger than N , since
then most user types have no more than one user. For the purpose of proving near-optimality of
item-item CF, it suffices to take qU = N (and we do so).
3 Main results
We will analyze a version of each of user-user and item-item CF within the general setup described
in Section 2. The resulting regret bounds appear in Theorems 4.1 and 6.1. These theorems
are complemented by information theoretic-lower bounds, Theorems 5.1 and 7.1, showing that
no other algorithm can achieve much better regret (up to multiplicative logarithmic factors) in
the specific extreme parameter regimes with user-structure only and item-structure only. The
simplified versions of these theorems appear in this section. Towards the end of this section we
present simulation results supporting the theorems.
3.1 User-user collaborative filtering
User-user CF exploits structure in the user space: the basic idea is to recommend items to a user
that are liked by similar users. We analyze an instance of user-user CF described in detail in
Section 4.1, obtaining the regret bound given in Theorem 4.1 below. Essentially, the algorithm
clusters users according to type by recommending random items for an initial phase, and then uses
this knowledge to efficiently explore the preferences of each user type (as opposed to each user
individually). The subsequent savings is due to the fact that the cost of exploration can be shared
amongst users of the same type.
The random recommendations made during the initial phase incur regret with slope 1/2, because
a random recommendation is disliked with probability half. Afterward, the users are clustered
according to type. Recommending an item to qU users, one from each type, gives us the preferences
of all N users for the item, and each such recommendation is disliked with probability 1/2. This
results in a slope of qU/2N for regret in the second phase of the algorithm.
Theorem 4.1 (Regret upper bound in user-user CF, simplified version). Consider the recommen-
dation system model described in Section 2 with N users, qU user types, and qI > 126 logN item
types. There exists numerical constants c, C so that Algorithm 1 achieves regret
regret(T ) ≤
T2 , if T ≤ c logNC( logN + qUN T ) , if T > c logN .
The cold-start time, the time until the slope of the regret drops below γ, is evidently Θ(logN)
for any γ ∈ (CqUN , 12). It follows from the next theorem that if there is no structure in the item space
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and the number of user types is qU = N
α for fixed 0 < α < 1, then the user-user CF algorithm
achieves both regret and cold start time that are optimal up to multiplicative constants.
Theorem 5.1 (Regret lower bound with user structure only, simplified version). There exist a
numerical constant c such that in the user structure model (Defn 2.1) with qU > (logN)
1.1 user
types and N > N0 users, any recommendation algorithm must incur regret
regret(T ) ≥
0.49T − 4 , if T ≤ c log qU0.2qUN T , if T > c log qU .
The reasoning for the first part of the lower bound is as follows. If a user has been recommended
fewer than log qU items, then its similarity with respect to other users cannot be determined. This
implies that any recommendation made to this user has uncertain outcome. The second part of
the lower bound is obtained by showing that when an item is recommended for the first time
to a user from a given user type the outcome of that recommendation is uncertain, and lower
bounding the number of such recommendations. This is where we use the condition that each item
is recommended at most once to each user.
The lower bound shows that the poor initial performance of user-user CF, as bad as simply
recommending random items, is unavoidable in the setting with only user structure and that its
duration depends on the number of user types. In [13] it was shown that a version of item-item CF
obtains much smaller cold start time than user-user CF in a model with item structure only. Our
results on item-item CF, described next, corroborate this.
3.2 Item-item collaborative filtering
Item-item CF exploits structure in the item space: users are recommended items similar to those
they have liked. We analyze an instance of item-item CF in Section 6.1, obtaining the regret bound
given in Theorem 6.1 below. The algorithm creates several clusters of items, as well as a set of
unclustered items. Similarity of two items is estimated by having random users rate both items.
Users then explore a single item from each cluster and liked clusters are subsequently recommended.
The effort of clustering is shared amongst all the users, and the savings is due to liked explorations
yielding an entire cluster of items to recommend.
Crucially, this version of item-item CF has the feature that only a subset of the item space is
explored (i.e., only a subset of the item types are clustered, with the others cast aside)3. To the best
of our knowledge, the benefit of limiting the scope of item exploration has not been made explicit
before; this only became evident to us in seeking to match the lower bound. The total number of
3In comparison, learning the entire preference matrix requires qI explorations per user, resulting in a cold start
time of at least qI versus our qI/N . The more fundamental savings in clustering only a portion of the space is in
reducing the shared cost, and thereby again reducing the cold start time. A naive clustering of M items from the
entire space requires qI(log qI)M comparisons (each item is compared log qI times to a representative from each of
qI types), and for the clusters to be larger than constant size on average, M must be significantly larger than qI .
The resulting cold start time is thus at least q2I(log qI)/N , which is much larger than our cold start time on the order
of qI/N .
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items compared and the number of clusters are chosen depending on the system parameters to give
the best regret bound.
Theorem 6.1 (Regret upper bound in item-item CF, simplified version). Consider the recom-
mendation system model described in Section 2 with N > 5 users, qI > 13 logN item types, and
qU > 16 log(NqI) user types. There are numerical constants C, c1, c2 and c3 such that Algorithm 3
obtains regret per user at time T upper bounded as
regret(T ) ≤ C

T, if T ≤ max{c1, c2 qI log(NqI )N }
log T +
√
qI log(NqI)
N T , if max{c1, c2
qI log(NqI )
N } < T ≤ c3
NqI
log(NqI)
log(NqI)
N T, if c3
NqI
log(NqI)
≤ T .
If there is no structure in the user space and the number of item types is qI = N
β for fixed
β > 0, then the item-item CF algorithm is optimal up to a logarithmic factor.
Theorem 7.1 (Regret lower bound for item structure only, simplified version). In the item-
structure model (Defn. 2.2) with qI > 25 (logN)
5 item types and N > 32 users, there exist numer-
ical constants C, c1, c2, c3, and c4 such that any recommendation algorithm must incur regret
regret(T ) > C

T, if T ≤ c1
√
qI log qI
N
T
log qI
, if c1
√
qI log qI
N ≤ T < c2
qI(log qI)
2
N√
TqI
N , if c2
qI(log qI)
2
N ≤ T < c3
NqI
(log qI )
2
log qI
N T, if c3
NqI
(log qI)
2 ≤ T .
It follows that the cold start time coldstart(γ) with γ = C in the item-structure only regime is
lower bounded as Ω˜(
√
qI/N), while the upper bound based on our proposed algorithm is O˜(qI/N).
Note that the cold start time with γ = 1/ log qI is Θ˜(qI/N). The gap in the upper and lower
bounds on cold start time is a consequence of the existence of the second regime in the lower bound
given above, and appears to be an artifact of our proof.
The proof of the lower bound is based on two main observations. First, if an item has been
recommended to fewer than log qI users, then its similarity with respect to other items cannot be
determined; this implies that recommending this item to any user has uncertain outcome. Second,
when a user is recommended an item from a given item type for the first time, the outcome of
that recommendation is uncertain since this reveals a new variable in the preference matrix. Lower
bounding the number of such uncertain recommendations gives the lower bound for regret.
If there is structure in the item space it is possible to avoid the long cold-start time of algorithms
using only user structure: even for a very short time horizon, they can guarantee nontrivial bounds
on regret. In particular, the near-optimal algorithm proposed here suffers from a constant value of
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regret for an initial period. Note that as N increases, the regret upper bound (given in Theorem 6.1)
in the initial phase (constant c1) does not change, but the length of the initial phase increases. Thus
increasing N makes it easier to make meaningful recommendations. The same phenomenon is true
more generally: the upper bound on regret at any time T is a decreasing function of N .
3.3 Numerical Simulations
We simulated our versions of User-User and Item-Item Algorithms (As described in Sections 4
and 6). In Figure 2, we plot the regret as a function of time for the User-User Algorithm (Alg. 1
in Section 4). We observe that the slope of regret in the asymptotic regime increases by increasing
qU for fixed N . We also observe that increasing N decreases the asymptotic slope but does not
decrease the cold start time of the algorithm.
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Figure 2: Simulated performance for Algorithm User-User. System parameters are (a) N = 400
and qI = 100 and (b) qU = 80 and qI = 100.
In Figure 3, we plot the regret as a function of time for the Item-Item Algorithm (Alg. 3 in
Section 6). We observe that with fixed N , increasing qI increases the cold-start time. But with
fixed qI , the cold-start time shrinks linearly in N . We also observe that the slope of regret after
the cold start time increases with increasing qI and decreasing N , consistent with the statement of
Theorem 6.1.
4 User-user algorithm and analysis
In this section, we describe a version of user-user CF and then analyze it within the latent variable
model introduced in Section 2.
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Figure 3: Simulated performance for Algorithm Item-Item. System parameters are (a) N = 600
and qU = 100 and (b) qI = 60 and qU = 100.
4.1 Algorithm
Pseudocode for algorithm User-User appears as Algorithm 1. In Step 1, random items are
recommended to all of the users. The ratings of these items are used to construct a partition
{Pk}k of users that recovers the user types correctly with high probability. In Step 2, users are
recommended new random items (exploration) until an item is liked. If the user is in group Pk of
the partition, the item is added to a set Sk of items to be recommended to all other users in the
same partition (exploitation). Step 2 (find and recommend items) is repeated indefinitely.
Remark 4.1. Our model assumes that users of the same type have identical ratings. Hence,
users of the same type are always in the same group after partitioning. However, due to random
sampling of the items in exploration, users from different types can have identical ratings for the
items recommended in Step 1, in which case they will end up in the same partition. It follows that
the total number of groups in the user partition is at most qU .
We make a few additional remarks regarding the algorithm:
• The labeling of user groups in the partitioning step is arbitrary (and may be different from
the similarly arbitrary labeling of user types).
• In Step 2, the sets of items {Sk} at each time contain the items exploitable by users in the
k-th group in the partition. The algorithm predicts that all users in the k-th group like items
in Sk.
• The algorithm takes T , qU , and N as input. As mentioned in Section 2, a doubling trick
described in Appendix B converts the algorithm to one oblivious to T . It is also fairly
straightforward to modify the algorithm to be adaptive to qU The adaptive algorithm initial-
izes with a trivial partition placing all users in one group. The algorithm subsequently refines
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Algorithm 1 User-User(T, qU , N)
Step 1: partition users
1: ǫ← 1/N , r ← ⌈2 log(q2U/ǫ)⌉
2: for t = 1, · · · , r do
3: Pick random item i
4: au,t ← i, for all u ∈ [N ]
5: Partition users into fewest possible groups such that each group agrees on all items. Let
τ̂U(u) ∈ [qU ] be the label of user u’s partition.
6: Pk = {u ∈ [N ] : τ̂U (u) = k}, for all k ∈ [qU ]
Step 2: find and recommend items
7: Sk ← ∅, for all k ∈ [qU ]
8: for t = r + 1, · · · , T do
9: for u ∈ [N ] do
10: if Sτ̂U (u) \ {au,1, . . . , au,t−1} 6= ∅ (i.e., u has not rated all items in Sτ̂U (u)) then
11: au,t ← an unrated item in Sτ̂U (u) (exploit)
12: else
13: au,t ← random item not rated by any user (explore)
14: if Lu,au,t = +1 then
15: Sτ̂U (u) ← Sτ̂U (u) ∪ {au,t}
the partition whenever a user’s feedback indicates that they have been grouped incorrectly.
We chose not to do so since it complicates the analysis.
Theorem 4.1. Consider the model introduced in Section 2 with N users, qU user types and qI
item types. Let r = ⌈2 log(Nq2U )⌉. If qI > 18r, then User-User achieves regret
regret(T ) ≤

1
2T , if T ≤ r
1
2 r +
2qU+2
N T + 2 , if T > r .
The assumption qI > 18r ensures that with probability 1− o( 1N ) for each user type, there is at
least one item type that is liked. This assumption also ensures that with probability 1− o( 1N ), for
any pair of user types, there is at least one item type which is rated differently by them. If there
is no such item type, then the two user types rate everything similarly and are indistinguishable.
The theorem indicates that up until time r, the algorithm is making meaningless (randomly
chosen independent of feedback) recommendations. Random recommendations have probability
half of being liked, hence incur regret with slope 1/2. After that, the algorithm achieves the
asymptotic slope indicating that on average qU recommendations out of N are random. The
simplified version of this theorem in Section 3 is obtained using 2 logN < r < 7 logN (since
qU ≤ N). We also pick the constant C large enough so that r2 +
2qU+2
N T +2 ≤ C(logN +
qU
N T ) for
T > r.
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4.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1
We first bound the probability that the partition created by the algorithm is correct in Lemma 4.2.
Next, to prove the theorem we will show that conditioned on the partition being correct, the number
of exploratory recommendations (and hence the regret) is upper bounded.
Lemma 4.2. Let Buv = {1{τ̂U (u)=τ̂U (v)} = 1{τU (u)=τU (v)}} be the event that users u and v are
partitioned correctly with respect to each other in Step 1 of User-User. Let ǫ and r be as defined
there. If qI > 4r, then P[B
c
uv] ≤ 2ǫq2
U
. It follows that if B =
⋂
Buv is the event that all users are
partitioned correctly, then P[B] > 1− ǫ.
Proof. As observed in Remark 4.1, users from the same partition rate items identically. Therefore
the only way an error in partitioning occurs is if users of different types are grouped together. This
happens when two users rate all exploratory items identically in Step 1. In Step 1, the first r items
recommended to all users are chosen uniformly at random independent of feedback, so the types
of these items are uniformly distributed on [qI ]. Let s be the number of items with distinct item
types among the r exploratory items from Step 1. This is a balls and bins scenario with r balls into
qI bins, and Lemma A.3 states that if qI > 4r, then P[s < r/2] ≤ exp(−r/2) ≤ ǫ/q2U . By symmetry,
each of the types of the s items with distinct types is uniformly distributed on [qI ].
Since all users rate the same items and users of the same type have identical preferences, as far
as the lemma is concerned we only consider how the user types themselves rate items in Step 1.
Two user types k 6= k′ rate s independently chosen items of distinct types in the same way with
probability 2−s. On the event s ≥ r/2, we have 2−s < 2−r/2 ≤ ǫ/q2U .
The above two statements show that for users u and v with τU (u) = k and τU(v) = k
′,
P[(Buv)
c] ≤ P[s < r/2]+ P[(Buv)c ∣∣ s ≥ r/2] ≤ 2ǫ/q2U .
The second statement in the lemma follows by union bounding over
(
qU
2
) ≤ q2U/2 pairs of user
types.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For t ≤ r, the algorithm recommends random items chosen independently
of feedback to all users. So at these times P[Lu,au,t = −1] = 1/2 for all users u ∈ [N ]. It follows
that, for T ≤ r,
E
[
T∑
t=1
1
N
N∑
u=1
1[Lu,au,t = −1]
]
=
T∑
t=1
1
N
N∑
u=1
P[Lu,au,t = −1] =
T
2
. (2)
Now consider the case T > r. At t = r, by Lemma 4.2, the partitioning step recovers the user types
correctly with probability at least 1− ǫ, i.e., P[B] > 1− ǫ. On event B all users in a partition have
the same type, so by construction of the sets Sτ̂U (u) in Line 15 of User-User, items in Sτ̂U (u) are
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liked by at least one user of the same type as u and therefore also by u, and
E
 T∑
t=r+1
∑
u∈[N ]
1
[
Lu,au,t = −1, au,t ∈ Sτ̂U (u)
]∣∣∣∣∣B
 = 0 . (3)
Because there are TN terms in the sum and P[Bc] ≤ ǫ, it follows that
E
 T∑
t=r+1
∑
u∈[N ]
1
[
Lu,au,t = −1, au,t ∈ Sτ̂U (u)
] ≤ TNǫ = T . (4)
Now, we need to find an upper bound for the expected number of disliked exploration recom-
mendations in Step 2 of the algorithm, E
[∑T
t=r+1
∑
u∈[N ] 1
[
Lu,au,t = −1, au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u)
]]
.
It will be useful to relate the expected number of liked and disliked explorations. To this end,
we consider the event that every user type likes at least 1/3 of the item types: define the event
C =
{ ∑
j∈[qI ]
1[ξk,j = +1] > qI/3 for all k ∈ [qU ]
}
.
A Chernoff bound (Lemma A.1) applied to the i.i.d. ξ variables gives P[Cc] ≤ qU exp(−qI/36) ≤
1/N , where the last inequality due to qI > 18r. Conditioning on event C, we get
E
[ T∑
t=r+1
∑
u∈[N ]
1
[
Lu,au,t = −1, au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u)
]]
≤ E
 T∑
t=r+1
∑
u∈[N ]
1
[
Lu,au,t = −1, au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u), C
]+NTP(Cc) . (5)
To obtain an upper bound for the first term, in Claim 4.3 below we will upper bound the
expected number of exploration recommendations that were liked, and on event C this will provide
also an upper bound for the expected number of exploration recommendations that were disliked.
The number of liked explorations is easier to deal with, because of a self-limiting effect: these result
in items added to sets {Sk} for exploitation, and exploration only happens when there are not
enough items to be exploited.
We now relate the expected number of liked and disliked explorations. At t > r if au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u),
then it means the item is an exploratory recommendation and thus au,t is an independent new
random item with uniformly random type τI(au,t) ∈ [qI ]. Hence, using the definition of event C,
p := P
[
Lu,au,t = +1|au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u), C
] ≥ 1/3 (6)
and 1− p ≤ 2p. It follows that
P
[
Lu,au,t = −1, au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u), C
] ≤ 2P[Lu,au,t = +1, au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u), C ]. (7)
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This means that to bound the first term in (5) it suffices to bound the contribution from the sum
with Lu,au,t = +1, as derived in the following claim.
Claim 4.3. On event C, the number of liked ‘explore’ recommendations (line 13 of Algorithm 1)
by time T can be bounded as
T∑
t=r+1
∑
u∈[N ]
1[Lu,au,t = +1, au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u), C] ≤ TqU +N.
Proof. For user partition k and time t, define Stk to be the set of items denoted by Sk in the algorithm
at time t, after making the time-step t recommendations. Item au,t is added to Sk precisely on the
event {t > r, τ̂U (u) = k, au,t /∈ St−1k , Lu,au,t = +1}. Therefore, dropping C from the indicator,
T∑
t=r+1
∑
u:τ̂U (u)=k
1[Lu,au,t = +1, au,t /∈ St−1k , C] ≤
T∑
t=r+1
∑
u:τ̂U (u)=k
1[Lu,au,t = +1, au,t /∈ St−1k ] = |STk |.
(8)
The rest of the proof entails bounding |STk |. The number of items added to Sk at time t is
|Stk| − |St−1k | =
∑
u:τ̂U (u)=k
1[Lu,au,t = +1, au,t /∈ St−1k ] ≤
∑
u:τ̂U (u)=k
1[au,t /∈ St−1k ] . (9)
If |St−1
k
| ≥ t, then St−1
k
\ {au,1, · · · , · · · , au,t−1} 6= ∅. Meanwhile, at time t, the exploration event
(recommending au,t /∈ St−1τ̂U (u) in line 13) happens only if there are no items left in S
t−1
τU (u)
for user u
to exploit, i.e., St−1τU (u) \ {au,1, · · · , au,t−1} = ∅. In this way, |S
t−1
k | ≥ t guarantees that there is an
exploitable item at time t for each user in Pk. Consequently,
∑
u:τ̂U (u)=k
1[au,t /∈ St−1τ̂U (u)]
= 0, if |S
t−1
k | ≥ t
≤ |Pk|, otherwise.
(10)
The bound |Pk| is due to the sum having |Pk| terms, each upper bounded by 1.
Let t∗ = max{t : r ≤ t < T, |St−1k | < t} be the last time for which we are not guaranteed (based
on the reasoning before the last displayed eqn.) to have an exploitable item. Note that the set over
which we take the maximum is nonempty if T > r since |Srk| = 0. It follows that
|STk | = |St
∗−1
k |+
T−1∑
t=t∗−1
(|St+1k | − |Stk|)
(a)
≤ |St∗−1k |+ (|St
∗
k | − |St
∗−1
k |)
(b)
≤ T + |Pk| .
Since for t∗ < t < T we have |St−1k | ≥ t, by (9) and (10) for these times we have |St+1k | − |Stk| = 0
. This gives (a) in the above display. By definition, |St∗−1k | < t∗ < T . Inequality (b) uses (9)
and (10) to bound |St∗k | − |St
∗−1
k |.
Note that
∑
k∈[qU ] |Pk| = N . Using (8) and summing the last displayed inequality over the (at
most) qU partition indices proves the claim.
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We can now complete the proof of Theorem 4.1. By the preceding claim and Equations (4), (5),
and (7) we get
E
 T∑
t=r+1
∑
u∈[N ]
1[Lu,au,t = −1]
 = E
 T∑
t=r+1
∑
u∈[N ]
1[Lu,au,t = −1, au,t ∈ Sτ̂U (u)]

+ E
 T∑
t=r+1
∑
u∈[N ]
1[Lu,au,t = −1, au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u)]

≤ 2(qUT +N) + 2T .
For T > r , we can now bound the regret by combining Equation (2) with the previous display:
regret(T ) = E
[
r∑
t=1
1
N
N∑
u=1
1[Lu,t = −1]
]
+ E
[
T∑
t=r+1
1
N
N∑
u=1
1[Lu,au,t = −1]
]
≤ 1
2
r+
2(qU + 1)
N
T + 2.
4.3 User-User Algorithm with Noisy Preferences
We generalize the result to the scenario in which the feedback to the recommendation system is
noisy. In this case, the preference of user u for item i is
Lu,i = ξτU (u),τI (i) · zu,i , (11)
where zu,i are i.i.d. random variables with P[zu,i = +1] = 1 − γ and P[zu,i = −1] = γ (we assume
0 < γ < 1/2). With probability γ, the preference of user u for item i is flipped relative to the
preference of user type τU (u) for item type τI(i) in the preference matrix Ξ.
To accommodate the noisy feedback, we modify the partitioning subroutine in Step 1 of User-
User algorithm with NoisyUserPartition given in Algorithm 2. The main modification is that
in Lines 5 and 6 of User-User algorithm, users are placed in the same partition if they rate all
of the first r items similarly. Instead, users are now placed in the same partition if they rate the
majority of the first r items similarly. The parameters λ and r are chosen to guarantee that the
partitioning over users is consistent with their type with probability greater than 1− ǫ.
Remark 4.2. In Line 8, the algorithm checks whether there is a partitioning over the users consis-
tent with variables gu,v. This is true precisely when the graph with edge set gu,v is a disjoint union
of cliques.
Remark 4.3. The noisy feedback decreases performance in two ways: partitioning users correctly
requires more exploration recommendations, resulting in a larger cold-start time. Additionally, in
Step 2, even good exploitation recommendations can be disliked due to noise. The next theorem
quantifies these observations.
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Algorithm 2 NoisyUserPartition(T, qU , N, γ)
1: ǫ← 1/N , λ← 23(1− 2γ)2, r← ⌈ 4(1−2γ)2 log(N2/2ǫ)⌉,
2: for t = 1, · · · , r do
3: Pick random item i
4: au,t ← i, for all u ∈ [N ]
5: for u = 1, · · · , N do
6: for v = u+ 1, · · · , N do
7: gu,v ← 1{
∑
r
s=1 LuausLvavs ≥ λr}
8: if There exists a partitioning over users consistent with the variables gu,v then
9: Let τ̂U(u) ∈ [qU ] be the label of user u’s partition.
10: else
11: τ̂U (u) = 1, for all u ∈ [N ] (all users are in one partition)
12: Pk = {u ∈ [N ] : τ̂U (u) = k}, for all k ∈ [qU ]
Theorem 4.4. Consider the model introduced in Section 2 with N users, qU user types and qI
item types. Let r =
⌈
12
(1−2γ)2 logN
⌉
. If qI > 432 logN , then User-User achieves regret
regret(T ) ≤

1
2T , if T ≤ r
1
2 r+
[5qU+2
N + γ
]
T + 5 , if T > r .
Proof. The proof of this theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. Lemma 4.5 replaces
Lemma 4.2 to show that with the given choice of parameters in Algorithm 2, the partitioning Pk
is the same as partitioning over the users by their types with probability greater than 1 − 1/N .
Additionally, Equation (3) in the proof of Theorem 4.1 changes as follows to be consistent as a
result of noisy feedback modeled in (11):
E
 T∑
t=r+1
∑
u∈[N ]
1
[
Lu,au,t = −1, au,t ∈ Sτ̂U (u)
]∣∣∣∣∣B
 ≤ TNγ .
Equation (6) is replaced with
p := P
[
Lu,au,t = +1|au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u), C
] ≥ 1− γ
3
and since γ < 1/2, then 1− p ≤ 5p. It follows that
P
[
Lu,au,t = −1, au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u), C
] ≤ 5P[Lu,au,t = +1, au,t /∈ Sτ̂U (u), C ]. (12)
Claim 4.3 bounds the right-hand side. Plugging in these equations in the subsequent part of the
proof of Theorem 4.1 gives the statement of the theorem.
Lemma 4.5. Consider the user similarities computed in Step 7 of NoisyUserPartition (Algo-
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rithm 2). Define the event Buv = {gu,v = 1{τU (u)=τU (v)}} that these similarities coincide with the
underlying user types. If qI > 144 log(N
2/ǫ), then P[Bcuv] ≤ 2ǫ/N2. It follows that if B =
⋂
Buv is
the event that all users are partitioned correctly, then P[Bc] > 1− ǫ.
The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2 and is deferred to Appendix C.
5 User structure only: lower bound
In this section we prove a lower bound on the regret of any online recommendation system in the
regime with user structure only where qI = 2
qU as described in Definition 2.1.
Theorem 5.1. Let δ > 0 and r = ⌊log qU − log
(
16 (log qU ) log
N
δ
)⌋. In the user structure model
with N users and qU user types, any recommendation algorithm must incur regret
regret(T ) ≥

(
1
2 − δ
)
T − 4 , if T ≤ r
[
1− exp(−N/qU )
]
qU
2N T , for all T .
Remark 5.1. The lower bound depends on a parameter δ that has two effects: (1) the slope of the
regret curve during the cold start grows (approaching 1/2) as the chosen parameter δ shrinks to 0;
(2) the cold start time r is upper bounded as r < log qU − log log(1/δ).
Additionally, if the number of user types satisfies qU/N → 0, the slope of regret after the cold
start time (the asymptotic rate of regret) approaches
qU
2N . This is expected since each item can be
recommended at most once to each user. Hence, even if the structure in the user space is known, the
algorithm should explore new items. On average, qU explorations (about half of which are disliked)
are necessary for every N recommendations.
The simplified version of this theorem in Section 3 is obtained using N ≥ qU ≥ (logN)1.1,
δ = 1/100 and N > N0 for a constant N0.
5.1 Proof strategy
At a high level, the lower bound is based on two observations:
• A good estimate of user types is necessary to make meaningful recommendations. Notably,
estimating similarity between users requires approximately log qU items rated in common.
Suppose that the preference matrix Ξ (with elements ξk,j, the preference of user types for
item types) is known (which is the case in user-structure only model). Also, suppose that we
have obtained feedback from some user u for t items. Relative to the total number of types,
user u must belong to a restricted set of user types consistent with this feedback. If t is small,
the set of consistent types is large (for instance, if a user has rated only one item, there are
roughly qU/2 candidate user types for this user). At this point, user u likes some item i with
probability proportional to the number of consistent types liking the item. Control of this
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count amounts to a property of the matrix we call (t, ǫ)-column regularity in Definition 5.1,
which holds with high probability.
• Even if we know the user types (i.e., clustering of users), the first time a given item is
recommended to a user from a given type, the outcome is uniformly random.
Since there is no structure in item space (qI = 2
qU ), learning the preference of a user type
for an item is only achieved by recommending the item to one user from the user type. This
is for the reason that the random variable ξτU (u),τI (i) in the preference matrix is independent
of all previous history in the situation described.
5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.1
We separately prove the two lower bounds in the statement of the theorem, starting with the first.
The following regularity property in submatrices of the preference matrix allows us to control the
posterior probability for an item being liked.
Definition 5.1 ((r, ǫ)-column regularity). Let A ∈ {−1,+1}m×n. For ordered tuple of distinct
(column) indices w = (i1, . . . , ir) ∈ [n]r, let M = (A·i)i∈w ∈ {−1,+1}m×r be the matrix formed
from the columns of A indexed by w. For given row vector b ∈ {−1,+1}r , let Kb,w(A) ⊆ [m] be
the set of rows in M that are identical to b and denote its cardinality by kb,w(A). The matrix A is
said to be (r, ǫ)-column regular if
max
b,w
∣∣∣kb,w(A) − m
2r
∣∣∣ ≤ ǫm
2r
,
where the maximum is over tuples w of r columns and ±1 vectors b of size r.
We define Ωr,ǫ to be the set of (r, ǫ)-column regular matrices.
Claim 5.2. If matrix A ∈ {−1,+1}m×n is (r, ǫ)-column regular, then it is also (s, ǫ)-column
regular for all s < r.
Proof. Suppose that A is (r, ǫ)-column regular. By induction it suffices to show that A is (r− 1, ǫ)-
column regular. We will check that (1−ǫ) m2r−1 ≤ kb,w(A) ≤ (1+ǫ) m2r−1 for all size r−1 tuples w and
vectors b. For any given w ∈ [n]r−1 and b ∈ {−1,+1}r−1, let b+ = [b 1] ∈ {−1,+1}r be obtained
from b by appending +1. Similarly b− is obtained from b by appending −1. If w′ = (w, i) ∈ [n]r for
any i /∈ w, then Kb,w = Kb+,w′∪Kb−,w′ and Kb+,w′∩Kb−,w′ = ∅, so kb,w = kb+,w′+kb−,w. Since A is
(r, ǫ)-column regular, (1−ǫ)m2r ≤ kb+,w′, kb−,w′ ≤ (1+ǫ)m2r , hence (1−ǫ) m2r−1 ≤ kb,w ≤ (1+ǫ) m2r−1 .
Lemma 5.3. Let matrix A ∈ {−1,+1}m×n have i.i.d. Bern(1/2) entries. If ǫ < 1, then A is
(r, ǫ)-column regular (i.e., A ∈ Ωr,ǫ) with probability at least
1− 2(2n)r exp
(
−ǫ
2
3
m
2r
)
.
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Proof. For given column tuple w and row vector b, the expected number of times the row vector b
appears is m2r . A Chernoff bound (Lemma A.1) with ǫ < 1 gives
P
[∣∣kb,w(A) − m
2r
∣∣ ≥ ǫm
2r
]
≤ 2 exp
(
−ǫ
2
3
m
2r
)
.
There are no more than nr possible choices of column tuple w, and 2r possible choices of row vector
b; the union bound yields the proof.
Proposition 5.4. Consider the user structure only model in Definition 2.1. Let δ > 0 and r =
⌊log qU − log
(
16 (log qU ) log
N
δ
)⌋. For any T ≤ r, the regret is lower bounded by
regret(T ) ≥ (12 − δ)T − 4 .
Proof. We will show that for preference matrices Ξ satisfying column regularity, at any time t ≤ r,
most users have probability roughly half of liking any particular item given the feedback obtained
thus far, even if the preference matrix is known. (Recall that the preference matrix contains the
preference of each user type for each item type; there is still uncertainty in the actual type of each
user or item).
At time t, suppose that n items in total have been recommended by the algorithm (n ≤ Nt since
each of the N users rates one item per time-step). We label the set of items by [n] = {1, . . . , n}.
Let A be the qU × n matrix indicating the preference of each user type for these n items. Each
item i has type τI(i) ∼ Unif([2qU ]) and because the set of columns of the preference matrix Ξ is
precisely {−1,+1}qU , the columns of A are independent and uniformly distributed in {−1,+1}qU
according to this model.
We now focus on a particular user u. Let w = {au,s}s∈[t−1] be the items recommended to user
u up to time t − 1, and let b = (Lu,au,s)s∈[t−1] ∈ {−1,+1}t−1 be the vector of feedback for these
items. We claim that conditional on the matrix A, vectors b and w, the type τU(u) of user u at
the end of time instant t− 1 is uniformly distributed over the set of user types Kb,w(A) consistent
with this data (Kb,w(A) is defined in Definition 5.1).
Let b+ = [b 1] ∈ {−1,+1}t be obtained from b by appending +1. Then Lu,au,t = +1 precisely
when τU (u) ∈ Kb+,{w,au,t}(A), which in words reads “user u is among those types that are consistent
with the first t− 1 ratings of u and have preference vector with ’+1’ for the item recommended to
u at time t”. It follows that for any matrix A corresponding to items [n],
P[Lu,au,t = +1|Ht−1, A] = P[τU(u) ∈ Kb+,{w,au,t}(A)|Ht−1, A] =
kb+,{w,au,t}(A)
kb,w(A)
.
The second equality is due to: i) w, b, and au,t are functions of Ht−1; ii) for fixed w and b the set
Kb,w(A) is determined by A; iii) τU(u) is uniformly distributed on Kb,w(A) conditional on A, b,w.
Recall that Ωt,ǫ was defined as the set of (t, ǫ)- column regular matrices. It now follows by the
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tower property of conditional expectation that
P[Lu,au,t = +1|A ∈ Ωt,ǫ] = E
[
P[Lu,au,t = +1|A,Ht−1]|A ∈ Ωt,ǫ
]
= E
[
kb+,{w,i}(A)
kb,w(A)
∣∣∣∣A ∈ Ωt,ǫ] = 12 1 + ǫ1− ǫ ≤ 12(1 + 4ǫ) .
The last two equalities are justified as follows: if A ∈ Ωt,ǫ then by Claim 5.2, A ∈ Ωt−1,ǫ. By
Definition 5.1, this means that kb,w(A) ≥ (1 − ǫ)m/2t−1 and kb+,{w,i}(A) ≤ (1 + ǫ)m/2t . We pick
ǫ < 1/2 to get the last inequality.
Fix δ > 0 and define
ǫt =
√
3
2t
qU
log
(2N log qU )
t
δ
.
Lemma 5.3 shows that at time t ≤ r < log qU , for this choice of ǫt, we have A ∈ Ωt,ǫt with probability
1− δ. We get the bound
P[Lu,au,t = +1] ≤ P[Lu,au,t = +1, A ∈ Ωt,ǫt] + P[A /∈ Ωt,ǫt] ≤
1
2
(1 + 4ǫt) + δ .
It follows from the above display and the definition of ǫt that for T ≤ r,
regret(T ) =
1
N
∑
t∈[T ],u∈[N ]
P[Lu,au,t = −1]
(a)
≥ (12 − δ)T −
∑
t∈[T ]
2
√
3
2t
qU
log
(2N log qU )
t
δ
(b)
≥ (12 − δ)T − 4
√
3
2T+1
qU
log
(2N log qU )
log qU
δ
(c)
≥ (12 − δ)T − 4 ,
where (a) uses the definition of ǫt. (b) uses the summation of a Geometric series and t ≤ T < r <
log qU . (c) uses the definition of r and T ≤ r < log qU − log
(
12 log qU
)− log log 2N log qUδ .
We now proceed to the proof of the second lower bound in Theorem 5.1.
Proposition 5.5. For any T , regret(T ) ≥ [1− exp(−N/qU )] qU2N T .
The main ingredient in the proof of the proposition is definition of an event that implies that
the outcome of the associated recommendation is uniformly random. Let BtτU (u),i be the event that
some user of same type τU (u) as u has rated item i by time t− 1:
BtτU (u),i = {∃v ∈ [N ] \ {u}, s ∈ [t− 1] : τU(v) = τU(u), av,s = i}.
Note that BtτU (u),i is a function of Ht−1 and the set of user types (τU (u))u∈[N ].
Claim 5.6. If no user with the same type as u has rated item i by time t−1, the probability that user
u likes item i conditional on any history consistent with this is P[Lu,i = −1|(BtτU (u),i)c,Ht−1] =
1
2 .
Proof. According to Definition 2.1, in the user-structure only model, the matrix Ξ is determin-
istic and has columns consisting of all sequences in {−1,+1}qU . We will show that P[Lu,i =
21
−1|(BtτU (u),i)c,Ht−1, τU (·)] =
1
2 where τU(·) is the sequence of all user types.
A priori τI(i) is uniform on [qI ]. Given the sequence τU (·), the matrix Ξ and the feedback Ht−1
up to time t− 1, the posterior distribution of τI(i) is uniform over the set of all item types j which
are consistent with the outcome of recommending i to users of various types. We call this set St(i).
Since on the event (BtτU (u),i)c, no user with the same type as u has rated i by time t− 1, and
since the matrix Ξ has columns consisting of all sequences in {−1,+1}qU , half of the item types in
set St(i) are liked by user u and half of them are disliked.
The final ingredient in the proof of Proposition 5.5 is a lower bound on the number of items
recommended for which Claim 5.6 applies.
Claim 5.7. The expected number of times a new item is recommended to a user type by time T is
lower bounded as
E
[ ∑
t∈[T ],u∈[N ]
1[(BtτU (u),au,t)c]
]
≥ qUT
[
1− e(−N/qU )
]
.
Proof. At the end of time-step T each user has been recommended T items, hence each user type
has been recommended at least T items. Let q˜U be the number of user types in which there is at
least one user. The total number of times an item is recommended to a user type for the first time is
at least q˜UT . Applying Lemma A.5 shows that E [q˜U ] ≥ qU (1−(1−1/qU )N ) ≥ qI
[
1−e(−N/qU )].
We now complete the proof of Proposition 5.5.
Proof of Prop 5.5. Partitioning recommendations according to BtτU (u),au,t gives
N [T−regret(T )] = E
[∑
1[Lu,au,t = +1]
]
= E
[∑
P[Lu,au,t = +1,BtτU (u),au,t |Ht−1]
]
+ E
[∑
P[Lu,au,t = +1, (BtτU (u),au,t)c|Ht−1]
]
Claim 5.6≤ E
[∑ (
P[BtτU (u),au,t |Ht−1] +
1
2
P[(BtτU (u),au,t)c|Ht−1]
)]
= NT − 1
2
E
[∑
1[(BtτU (u),au,t)c]
]
Claim 5.7≤ NT − T
2
qU
[
1− e(−N/qU )] ,
where all the summations are over t ∈ [T ] and u ∈ [N ]. Rearranging shows that regret(T ) ≥[
1− e(−N/qU )] qU2N T for all T .
6 Item-item algorithm and analysis
This section describes a version of item-item CF with explicit exploration steps and analyzes its
performance within the setup specified in Section 2. The algorithm is quite different from the user-
user algorithm. This is due to the inherent asymmetry between users and items: multiple users
can rate a given item simultaneously but each user can rate only one item at each time-step.
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6.1 Algorithm
Algorithm Item-Item performs the following steps (see Algorithm 3). First, items are partitioned
according to type; next, each user’s preference for each item type is determined; finally, items from
liked partitions are recommended. These steps are now described in more detail.
Two sets M1 and M2, each containing M random items, are selected. In the exploration
step, each item is recommended to r = ⌈2 log(qI/ǫ)⌉ random users. The feedback from these
recommendations later helps to partition the items according to type. The parameter r is chosen
large enough to guarantee small probability of error in partitioning (≤ ǫ for each item). The use of
two sets M1 and M2, as opposed to just one, is to simplify the analysis; as described next, item
type representatives are selected from M2, and are used to represent clusters of items from M1.
An item from each of ℓ explored types is recommended to all users, where ℓ is a parameter deter-
mined by the algorithm. It turns out that it is often beneficial (depending on system parameters)
to learn user preferences for only a subset of the types, in which case ℓ is strictly less than qI . Each
of the ℓ items chosen from M2 is thought of as a representative of its type. For each j = 1, . . . , ℓ,
all items in M2 that appear to be of the same type as the representative item ij are stored in a
set S2j and then removed from M2. This guarantees that at each time M2 does not contain items
with the same type as any of the previously selected representative items. For each j = 1, . . . , ℓ,
all items in M1 that appear to be of the same type as ij are stored in a set S1j and then removed
from M1.
For each user u, we add the items in the groups S1j whose representative ij were liked by u to
the set of exploitable items Ru by u. Finally, in the exploitation phase, each user is recommended
items from Ru. We choose the number M of items in each of M1 and M2 as a function of ℓ
to ensure that there are enough exploitable items in Ru for all users u for the entire length-T
time-horizon. Then, ℓ is chosen to minimize regret.
The algorithm description uses the following notation. For an item i and time t > 0,
ratedt(i) = {u ∈ [N ] : au,s = i for some s < t}
is the set of users that have rated item i before time t. The time t is implicit in the algorithm
description, with rated(i) used to represent ratedt(i) at the time of its appearance.
Algorithm 3 Item-Item(T, qI , N) (fixed time horizon)
1: ℓ = min
{⌈
18 log T +
√
330
qI r
N T
⌉
, qI
}
2: ǫ = 12qIN
; r =
⌈
2 log
qI
ǫ
⌉
; M =
⌈
64qI
ℓ T
⌉
3: M1 ←M random items; M2 ←M new random items
4: Ru ← ∅, for each u ∈ [N ] (items exploitable by user u)
5: {Ru}u∈[N ] ← ItemExplore(M1,M2, ℓ)
6: ItemExploit({Ru}u∈[N ])
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Algorithm 4 ItemExplore(M1,M2, ℓ)
1: S1j ← ∅, j ∈ [qI ] (initialize sets of items of type j in M1)
2: S2j ← ∅, j ∈ [qI ] (initialize sets of items of type j in M2)
Rate items by a few users (preliminary exploration)
3: Recommend each item in M1 and M2 to r users from [N ] (details specified in Remark 6.2).
Partition items and learn item types
4: for j = 1, · · · , ℓ if M2 6= ∅ do
5: ij ← a random item in M2 (a representative item)
6: au,t ← ij if u /∈ rated(ij), otherwise a random item not from M2
7: S1j ←
{
i ∈ M1 : Lu,i = Lu,ij for all u ∈ rated(i) ∩ rated(ij)
}
, (users agree on i vs. ij)
8: M1 ←M1 \ S1j
9: S2j ←
{
i ∈ M2 : Lu,i = Lu,ij for all u ∈ rated(i) ∩ rated(ij)
}
10: M2 ←M2 \ S2j
11: Ru =
⋃
j∈[ℓ]:Lu,ij=+1 S
1
j for each u ∈ [N ]
return {Ru}u∈[N ]
Algorithm 5 ItemExploit({Ru}u∈[N ])
1: for remaining t ≤ T do
2: for u ∈ [N ] do
3: if there is an item i ∈ Ru such that u /∈ ratedt(i), then
4: au,t ← i
5: else au,t ← a random item not yet rated by u.
Remark 6.1. The set of items M1 and M2 are updated throughout algorithm ItemExplore. In
the proof, we use the notation M10 and M20 to refer to the set of items M1 and M2 at the beginning
of the algorithm Item-Item.
Remark 6.2. Assignment of users to items for Line 3 of ItemExplore: This is done over
⌈(|M10|+ |M20|)r/N⌉ ≤ 2M r/N +1 time-steps, with additional recommendations being random new
items. The main requirement in assigning users to items is to make Claim 6.3 (which bounds the
probability of mis-classification of each item) hold. Since the claim addresses each item separately,
we may introduce dependencies between sets of users for different items. What is important is that
the set of users assigned to each specific item is uniform at random among all sets of users (or at
least contains a random subset with size r). For example, one can choose a random permutation
over the users, repeat this list ⌈(|M10|+ |M20|)r/N⌉ ≤ 2M r/N +1 times, and then assign each item
to a block of r users.
Theorem 6.1. Let r = ⌈2 log(2Nq2I)⌉. Suppose qI > 13 logN and qU > 4r. Then Item-Item
(Algorithm 3) obtains regret per user at time T upper bounded as
regret(T ) < min
{
Y (T ),
T
2
}
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where we define
Y (T ) = 4 + max
{
52 log T , 48
√
qI r
N
T, 270
r
N
T
}
. (13)
The simplified version of this theorem in Section 3 is obtained 2 log(NqI) < r < 5 log(NqI) and
N > 5.
Remark 6.3. The regret bound we get for the algorithm is actually regret(T ) ≤ Y (T ). One can
obtain T/2 by a trivial algorithm which recommends random items independent of feedback to all
users. This trivial algorithm improves on our bound for the parameter range in which T/2 < Y (T ).
Thus in our analysis we focus on the parameter range where Y (T ) ≤ T/2; one consequence is that
ℓ < T as chosen in Algorithm 3.
6.2 Proof of Theorem 6.1
We prove Theorem 6.1, deferring several lemmas and claims to the next subsection.
The basic error event is misclassification of an item. In ItemExplore (Alg. 4), S1j is the set
of items in M1 that the algorithm posits are of the same type as the j-th representative ij . Let E1i
be the event that item i was mis-classified,
E1i = {∃j : i ∈ S1j , τI(i) 6= τI(ij)} . (14)
Let T0 be the number of time-steps spent making recommendations in ItemExplore. Recall
that Ru is the set of items to be recommended to user u in the exploit phase. We partition the
recommendations made by Algorithm Item-Item to decompose the regret as follows:
Nregret(T ) = E
[
N∑
u=1
T0∑
t=1
1[Lu,au,t = −1]
]
+ E
 N∑
u=1
T∑
t=T0+1
1[Lu,au,t = −1, au,t /∈ Ru]

+ E
 N∑
u=1
T∑
t=T0+1
1[Lu,au,t = −1, au,t ∈ Ru, E1au,t ]

+ E
 N∑
u=1
T∑
t=T0+1
1[Lu,au,t = −1, au,t ∈ Ru, (E1au,t)c]

=: A1+ A2+ A3+ A4 . (15)
The first term, A1, is the regret from early time-steps up to T0. The second term, A2, is the regret
due to not having enough items available for the exploitation phase, which is proved to be small
with high probability for sufficiently large M . The third term, A3, is the regret due to exploiting
the misclassified items. It is small since few items are misclassified with the proper choice of ǫ and
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r. The fourth term, A4, is the regret due to exploiting the correctly classified items. It is intuitively
clear and will be checked later that A4 = 0 .
Bounding A1. Line 3 of ItemExplore takes at most
⌈
2M r
N
⌉
units of time to rate every item in
M10 and M20 by r users each, since N users provide feedback at each time-step. Remark 6.2 above
discusses the assignment of users to items in this phase. After this, ℓ representative items are rated
by every user in the for loop (lines 4 through 10 of ItemExplore), which takes ℓ time-steps. This
gives
T0 ≤
⌈
2M r
N
⌉
+ ℓ ≤ 2M r
N
+ ℓ+ 1 .
For t ≤ T0 , from the perspective of any user the items recommended to it are of random type and
hence
A1 = E
[
N∑
u=1
T0∑
t=1
1[Lu,au,t = −1]
]
= NT0 ≤ 2M r + (ℓ+ 1)N . (16)
Bounding A2. Time-steps t > T0 are devoted to exploitation as described in ItemExploit.
During this phase, a random item au,t /∈ Ru is recommended to user u only when there are no
items to exploit because all items in Ru have already been recommended to u. So, the total number
of times an item au,t /∈ Ru is recommended in the time interval T0 < t ≤ T is at most (T − |Ru|)+,
and
A2 = E
[ ∑
u∈[N ]
T∑
t=T0+1
1[Lu,au,t = −1, au,t /∈ Ru]
]
≤ E
[ ∑
u∈[N ]
T∑
t=T0+1
1[au,t /∈ Ru]
]
≤
∑
u∈[N ]
E [(T − |Ru|)+] ≤ 3TN exp(−ℓ/13) + 30T , (17)
where the last inequality is from Lemma 6.4 in Section 6.3.
Bounding A3. Term A3 in (15) is the expected number of mistakes made by the Algorithm
ItemExploit as a result of misclassification. Claim 6.2 below upper bounds the expected number
of “potential misclassifications” (defined in Equation (19)) in the algorithm to provide an upper
bound for this quantity:
A3 = E
[ N∑
u=1
T∑
t=T0+1
1[Lu,au,t = −1, au,t ∈ Ru, E1au,t ]
]
≤ E
[ N∑
u=1
T∑
t=T0+1
∑
i∈N
1[au,t = i, i ∈ Ru, E1i ]
]
Claim 6.2≤ 2NMǫ ≤ M
qI
. (18)
Bounding A4. By definition of the mis-classification event, E1i , given in Equation (14), if an item
i ∈ S1j is correctly classified, then τI(i) = τI(ij). Since Lu,i = ξτU (u),τI (i), all users rate i the same
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as ij . By construction of the sets Ru in Line 11 of ItemExploit, for any item i ∈ Ru, there is
some j ∈ [qI ] such that i ∈ S1j and u likes item ij . Hence,
P[Lu,i = −1|i ∈ Ru, (E1i )c] = P[Lu,i = −1|∃j : Lu,ij = +1, i ∈ S1j , τI(i) = τI(ij)]
= P[Lu,i = −1|ξτU (u),τI (i) = +1] = 0 .
It follows that A4 = 0.
Combining all the bounds. Plugging in Equations (16), (17), (18) and A4 = 0 into Equa-
tion (15) gives
Nregret(T ) ≤ 2M r + (ℓ+ 1)N + 3TN exp(−ℓ/13) + 30T + M
qI
.
Setting M =
64TqI
ℓ gives
regret(T )
(a)
≤ 2 + 134TqIr
ℓN
+ ℓ+ 3T exp
(
− ℓ
13
) (b)
≤
4 + 7 log T + 24
√
qI r
N T if ℓ < qI
qI + 1 + 135
r
N T if ℓ = qI
where (a) holds for ℓ ≥ 13 (imposed by the algorithm for T ≥ 2) which gives M/qI ≤ 5T and r > 6
(which holds if qI , N ≥ 3). If ℓ = qI , since qI > 13 logN , we have 3T exp(−ℓ/13) ≤ 3T/N ≤ r T/N .
(b) is obtained by choosing the parameter ℓ to be
ℓ = min
{⌈
13 log T +
√
134
qI r
N
T
⌉
, qI
}
.
Next, we will show that regret(T ) ≤ Y (T ) for Y (T ) defined in (13). This is clearly true for ℓ < qI .
To show regret(T ) ≤ Y (T ) for ℓ = qI , we consider two cases: If qI ≤ 135T r/N , then
regret(T ) ≤ 270T r/N + 1. If 135T r/N < qI , we know that qI ≤
⌈
13 log T +
√
134
qI r
N T
⌉
(which
is true since ℓ = qI). This gives regret(T ) ≤ 2
⌈
13 log T +
√
134
qI r
N T
⌉
≤ Y (T ).
6.3 Lemmas used in the proof
In the remainder of this section we state and prove the lemmas used in the analysis above.
Claim 6.2. Suppose that qU > 4r. The expected total number of times a misclassified item is
recommended in the exploitation step is upper bounded as
E
 N∑
u=1
T∑
t=T0+1
∑
i∈N
1[au,t = i, i ∈ Ru, E1i ]
 ≤ NMǫ .
Proof. Event E1i , defined in (14) to be the misclassification of item i ∈ M1, occurs if the preferences
of random users classifying item i is the same as a previous representative item with a different
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type. Given matrix Ξ, this event is a function of the order of choosing the representative items and
the choice of random users in Line 3 of ItemExplore. Instead of directly analyzing E1i , we define
an event called “potential error event” E i,Ui , which will be shown to satisfy E1i ⊆ E i,Ui ; an upper
bound for P[E i,Ui ] is given in Claim 6.3.
For item i and subset of users U ⊆ [N ] , define
E i,U = {∃j 6= τI(i) : Lu,i = ξτU (u),j , for all u ∈ U} (19)
to be the event that the ratings of users in U for item i agree with some other item type. For item
i ∈ S1j , if t is the time i is added to S1j in the exploration phase, let Ui = ratedt(i) ∩ ratedt(ij) be
the set of witness users whose ratings were used to conclude that i and ij are of the same type.
Item i is added to S1j only if all users in Ui agree on i vs. ij , so misclassification E1i (defined in
Equation (14)) implies E i,Ui . We can now deduce the inequalities, justified below:
E
[ N∑
u=1
T∑
t=T0+1
∑
i∈N
1[au,t = i, i ∈ Ru, E1i ]
]
(a)
≤ E
[ N∑
u=1
T∑
t=T0+1
∑
i∈M10
1[au,t = i, i ∈ Ru, E i,Ui ]
]
(b)
≤ NE
[ ∑
i∈M1
1[E i,Ui]
]
(c)
≤ 2NMǫ .
Inequality (a) holds because according to Line 11 of ItemExplore for every user u , the set Ru is
a subset of M10, and also the containment Ei ⊆ E i,Ui ; (b) follows since each item i is recommended
at most N times; (c) uses |M10| =M together with Claim 6.3 which shows that P[E i,Ui] ≤ 2ǫ.
Claim 6.3. Suppose that qU > 4r. Consider the “potential error” event E i,Ui defined in (19) with
the set of users Ui defined immediately after. Then P[E i,Ui] ≤ 2ǫ for all i ∈ M10.
Proof. Each representative item ij chosen in ItemExplore is rated by all of the users. Other items
in M10 and M20 are rated by at least r users in the exploration phase. Remark 6.2 describes how
Line 3 in ItemExplore is performed to guarantee that the set of r users assigned to each specific
item is uniformly at random among all subset of users of size r. By Lemma A.3, if qU > 4r, then
with probability at least 1− exp(−r/2) ≥ 1− ǫ/qI there are r/2 users with distinct user types in a
specific Ui. It follows that the r/2 users with distinct types (chosen independently of the feedback)
that rate item i of type τI(i) also have the same ratings for type j 6= τI(i) with probability at most
2−r/2. (Any two item types j 6= j′ have jointly independent columns in the preference matrix.) The
choice r ≥ 2 log(qI/ǫ) and a union bound over item types j completes the proof.
Lemma 6.4. For user u ∈ [N ], let Ru be defined as in Line 10 of algorithm ItemExplore. Then
P
[ |Ru| ≤ T ] ≤ 3 e−ℓ/18 + 30N ,
and
E [(T − |Ru|)+] ≤ 3T e−ℓ/18 + 30N T .
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Proof. We begin with a sketch. Any user u likes roughly half of the ℓ item types that have
representatives {ij}ℓj=1. The total number of items in M10 is 64 qIℓ T , so there are about 64ℓ T items
from each of the item types in M10. Adding over the ℓ types, the set Ru of items in M10 that user
u likes will typically have size at least T .
Making this argument rigorous requires some care for the following reasons: 1) Ru is the union
of the S1j ’s with Lu,ij = +1, but S1j can be missing items due to misclassification (there may be
items of the same type as ij that have been classified as being of the same type as some ij′ for
which Lu,ij′ = −1). 2) The distribution of the type of each representative item depends on the
number of remaining items of each type in M2 when the representative is chosen. Again, due to
misclassification, this can be different from the actual number of items of each type initially present
inM2. Moreover, because misclassification of an item depends on the ratings of users for the item,
the choice of next item type to be represented is therefore dependent on ratings of users for other
types. The effect of this dependence is addressed in Claim 6.5 below.
We now proceed with the proof, bounding the size of Ru by introducing a different set. For
u ∈ [N ], let
R˜1u = {i ∈ M10 : τI(i) = τI(ij), for some j ∈ [ℓ] such that Lu,ij = +1} (20)
be the items in M10 whose types are the same as one of the representatives ij that are liked by u.
Note that if an item i ∈ R˜1u is correctly classified by the algorithm (i.e. (E1i )c occurs, where E1i is
defined in Equation (14)), then i ∈ Ru. Hence, i ∈ R˜1u \Ru implies E1i and since E1i ⊆ E i,Ui we have
|Ru| ≥ |R˜1u| −
∑
i∈M10
1[E1i ] ≥ |R˜1u| −
∑
i∈M10
1[E i,Ui ] . (21)
It follows that
P
[ |Ru| ≤ T ] ≤ P[ |R˜1u| − ∑
i∈M10
1[Ei,Ui ] ≤ T
]
≤ P
[
|R˜1u| < 3T2
]
+ P
[ ∑
i∈M10
1[E i,Ui ] ≥ T2
]
. (22)
To bound the second term we use Claim 6.3 above, which gives
E
[ ∑
i∈M10
1[E i,Ui ]
]
≤ 2 ∣∣M10∣∣ ǫ = 64TNℓ , (23)
and by Markov’s Inequality4
P
[ ∑
i∈M10
1[E i,Ui ] ≥ T2
]
≤ 128
ℓN
. (24)
4Note that application of Markov’s Inequality does not require the events Ei,Ui to be jointly independent for
various values of i ∈M10. This is discussed in Remark 6.2.
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We now bound the first term on the right-hand side of (22). To this end, let
L˜(ℓ)u = {τI(ij) : j ∈ [ℓ], Lu,ij = +1} (25)
be the type of item representatives that are liked by user u. By definition of R˜1u in (20),
|R˜1u| =
∑
i∈M10
1[τI(i) ∈ L˜(ℓ)u ].
Now, we claim that the set L˜(ℓ)u is independent of all types and preferences for items inM10. To see
this, note that L˜(ℓ)u is determined by row u of the type matrix Ξ and the items inM20, their types, and
randomness in the algorithm, which determines the choice of ij and τI(ij); these together determine
Lu,ij = ξτU (u),τI (ij) and τI(ij). So, conditioning on L˜(ℓ)u having cardinality ℓ˜u, |R˜1u| is the sum of
|M10| = 64qIℓ T i.i.d. Bernoulli variables with parameter ℓ˜uqI and hence |R˜
1
u| ∼ Binom(64qIℓ T, ℓ˜uqI ).
Conditioning on ℓ˜u ≥ ℓ20 , by a Chernoff bound (Lemma A.1) and stochastic domination of binomials
with increasing number of trials we obtain
P
[
|R˜1u| < 3T2
∣∣∣ ℓ˜u ≥ ℓ20] ≤ exp (− T8 ) .
In Lemma 6.5 below, we will lower bound the probability that ℓ˜u ≥ ℓ/20. Combining the last
displayed inequality with Lemma 6.5, we get
P
[|R˜1u| < 3T2 ] ≤ exp (− T8 )+ exp (− ℓ13)+ exp (− qI8 )+ 20N .
Plugging this and (24) into (22) gives
P
[ |Ru| < T ] ≤ exp (− T8 )+ exp (− ℓ13)+ exp (− qI8 )+ 20N + 128ℓN ,
and since ℓ ≤ T, qI 5 and ℓ ≥ 13 (for T ≥ 13)
P[|Ru| < T ] ≤ 3 exp(−ℓ/13) + 30N .
The bound on E [(T − |Ru|)+] is an immediate consequence.
Lemma 6.5. Fix u ∈ [N ] and suppose that qI > 8r. With L˜(ℓ)u defined in (25) and ℓ˜u =
∣∣L˜(ℓ)u ∣∣,
P
[
ℓ˜u < ℓ/20
] ≤ exp(−ℓ/13) + exp(−qI/8) + 20/N .
Proof. For a given user u, ℓ˜u is the number of item type of representatives liked by user u. Let Lu
5As discussed in Remark 6.3, the current analysis of regret assumes that Y (T ) < T
2
. It can be shown that this
assumption implies ℓ ≤ T . The choice of ℓ in the algorithm clearly guarantees ℓ ≤ qI .
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be the item types in [qI ] that are liked by user u:
Lu = {j ∈ [qI ] : ξτU (u),j = +1} . (26)
The variables {ξτU (u),j}j∈[qI ] are i.i.d. Bern(1/2), so a Chernoff bound (Lemma A.1) gives
P
[ |Lu| < qI/4 ] < exp(−qI/8) . (27)
We will show that
P
[
ℓ˜u ≤ ℓ/20
∣∣ |Lu| ≥ qI/4] ≤ exp(−ℓ/13) + 20/N , (28)
which will prove the lemma by combining with (27).
We now work towards defining a certain error event in Equation (31) below. Let the sequence
of random variables X1 = τI(i1),X2 = τI(i2), . . . ,Xℓ = τI(iℓ) denote the types of the item represen-
tatives chosen by the algorithm, so that ℓ˜u = |L˜(ℓ)u | =
∑
j∈[ℓ] 1[Xj ∈ Lu] (with L˜(ℓ)u defined in (25)).
Let R¯2(j) be the set of items in M20 of type j
R¯2(j) = {i ∈ M20 : τI(i) = j} . (29)
Later we will use the notation R¯2(·) = {R¯2(j)}qIj=1 for the collection of these sets. Now let the
event E2i denote misclassification of an item i ∈ M20 (similar to event E1i for i ∈ M10 in (14)),
E2i = {∃j : i ∈ S2j , τI(i) 6= τI(ij)} . (30)
Let Err be the event that for some item type j, more than a fraction 1/10 of the items in M20 of
type j are misclassified:
Err =
{ ∑
i∈R¯2(j)
1[E2i ] >
|R¯2(j)|
10
, for some j ∈ [qI ]
}
. (31)
Conditioning on Err in the left-hand side of (28) gives
P
[ ℓ∑
i=1
1
[
Xi ∈ L˜(ℓ)u
]
< ℓ/20
∣∣∣∣ |Lu| ≥ qI/4]
≤ P
[ ℓ∑
i=1
1
[
Xi ∈ L˜(ℓ)u
]
< ℓ/20
∣∣∣∣ Errc, |Lu| ≥ qI/4]+ P[Err ∣∣∣ |Lu| ≥ qI/4 ] . (32)
Bound on second term of (32) We will use Markov’s inequality to bound
P
[
Err
∣∣∣ |Lu| ≥ qI/4 ] = E [P[Err ∣∣ R¯2(·),Lu ] ∣∣∣ |Lu| ≥ qI/4] .
We need to consider the effect of matrix Ξ (and in particular its τU(u)th row, which determines Lu)
on the probability of error in categorizing items. Notably, if users rate two item types similarly,
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the probability of misclassifying items of these types is higher. As a result, Lu contains some
information about discriminability of distinct item types and we need to control this dependence.
Claim 6.2 shows that for i ∈ M10, the probability of E1i (the event that item i is miscategorized)
is P[E1i ] ≤ 2ǫ. The same proof gives P[E2i ] ≤ 2ǫ (with E2i defined in (30) for i ∈ M20). To show
that, let the potential error event E i,Ui , be the event that there exists an item type j 6= τI(i) such
that for all the users u in Ui, we have Lu,i = ξτU (u),j. For i ∈ S2j , let Ui = rated(i) ∩ rated(ij) at
the time the algorithm added i to S2j . Then the containment E2i ⊆ E i,Ui holds. We will later use
the inequality P[E2i |τI(i), R¯2(·),Lu] ≤ P[E i,Ui |τI(i), R¯2(·),Lu] and focus on the set of users Ui \ {u},
using E i,Ui ⊆ E i,Ui\{u}.
As specified in Algorithm ItemExplore, for each i ∈ M10 ∪M20 the set Ui of at least r users,
chosen independently of feedback, rate item i. By Lemma A.3, if qU > 4r, then there are users of
at least r/2 distinct user types in Ui with probability at least 1−exp(−r/2) ≥ 1− ǫ/qI . Conditional
on Ui having at least r/2 distinct user types, there are at least r/2 − 1 users of distinct types in
Ui \{u}—also distinct from type of u—whose preferences for item type τI(i) are independent of Lu
and R¯2(·).
Conditional on τI(i), R¯2(·),Lu, any two item types j 6= j′ have jointly independent user pref-
erences by r/2 − 1 users with distinct types in Ui \ {u}; they are rated in the same way by
these users with probability at most 2−(r/2−1). A union bound over item types j′ 6= τI(i) gives
P[E i,Ui\{u}|τI(i), R¯2(·),Lu] ≤ qI2−(r/2−1). The choice r > 2 log(qI/ǫ) and ǫ = 12qIN and the con-
tainment E2i ⊆ E i,Ui ⊆ E i,Ui\{u} gives P[E2i |τI(i), R¯2(·),Lu] ≤ 1qIN for all i ∈ M
2
0. Knowing R¯2(·)
determines τI(i) for i ∈ M20. Hence, P[E2i |R¯2(·),Lu] ≤ 1qIN and Markov’s inequality gives
P
[ ∑
i∈R¯2(j)
1[E2i ] >
|R¯2(j)|
10
∣∣∣∣ R¯2(·),Lu ] ≤ 20qIN .
Union bounding over j ∈ [qI ] and tower property gives the desired bound.
Bound on first term of (32). We start by showing that conditioned on the event Errc conditional
on Lu and variables X1, · · · ,Xm−1 and R¯2(X1), · · · , R¯2(Xm−1), the type of the m-th representa-
tive item, Xm, is almost uniform over all the item types not learned yet, [qI ] \ {X1, · · · ,Xm−1}.
Concretely, we will find upper and lower bounds on
P
[
Xm = j
∣∣ {Xn}m−1n=1 ,{R¯2(Xn)}m−1n=1 , Lu ,Errc ] (33)
for any j ∈ [qI ] \ {X1, · · · ,Xm−1}. Later, we will focus on Lu such that |Lu| ≥ qI/4.
Lower bound for (33). Let t be the time the m-th item type representative is chosen by the
algorithm. For j ∈ [qI ] \ {Xn}m−1n=1 the probability of choosing representative of type Xm = j is
equal to the proportion of items of type j in the remaining items in M2 at time t− 1 . The number
of items of type j in M2 at time t− 1 is at least |R¯2(j)| −∑i∈R¯2(j) 1[E2i ].
The number of items removed from M2 by time t is at least ∑m−1l=1 |R¯(Xl)| (there could be
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additional items with types not in {Xn}m−1n=1 that were removed fromM2 due to misclassification).
Hence, the total number of remaining items in M2 by time t is at most M −∑m−1n=1 |R¯2(Xn)|. Let
ZE2 be the collection of indicator variables ZE2 = {1[E2i ]}i∈M20 . For any j ∈ [qI ] \ {Xn}
m−1
n=1 :
P
[
Xm = j
∣∣ {Xn}m−1n=1 ,{R¯2(j′)}qIj′=1,Lu, ZE2] ≥ |R¯2(j)| −
∑
i∈R¯2(j) 1[E2i ]
M −∑m−1n=1 |R¯2(Xn)| .
On the event Errc (defined in (31)),
∑
i∈R¯2(j) 1[E2i ] ≤ |R¯2(j)|/10 for any j ∈ [qI ] \ {Xn}m−1n=1 . There-
fore,
P
[
Xm = j
∣∣ {Xn}m−1n=1 ,{R¯2(j′)}qIj′=1,Lu,Errc] ≥ 910 |R¯2(j)|M −∑m−1n=1 |R¯2(Xn)| . (34)
Upper bound for (33). This time we lower bound the number of items remaining in M2 by the
number of items in types [qI ] \ {Xn}m−1n=1 minus the number of possible mistakes which removed
some items from them. This gives
P
[
Xm = j
∣∣ {Xn}m−1n=1 ,{R¯2(j′)}qIj′=1,Lu, ZE2] ≤ |R¯2(j)|
M −
m−1∑
n=1
|R¯2(Xn)| −
∑
i∈M20\∪m−1n=1 R¯2(Xn)
1[E2i ]
.
By definition of Err (in (31)), we have
P
[
Xm = j
∣∣ {Xn}m−1n=1 ,{R¯2(j′)}qIj′=1,Lu,Errc] ≤ 109 |R¯2(j)|M −∑m−1n=1 |R¯2(Xn)| . (35)
Combining lower and upper bounds. The expected value of |R¯2(j)| conditional on variables {Xn}m−1n=1 ,
{R¯2(Xn)}m−1n=1 , and Lu is invariant to choice of j ∈ [qI ] \ {Xn}m−1n=1 . So, the conditional expectation
C = E
[
|R¯2(j)|
M −∑m−1n=1 |R¯2(Xn)|
∣∣∣∣{Xn}m−1n=1 ,{R¯2(Xn)}m−1n=1 ,Lu,Errc
]
,
is independent of j for j ∈ [qI ]\{Xn}m−1n=1 . Note that in the above display, the conditional expectation
is with respect to R¯2(Xn) for n = 1, · · · ,m−1. Hence, using tower property of expectation on (34)
and (35) to remove the conditioning on {R¯(j)}j /∈{Xn}m−1n=1 along with the definition of C above gives
9
10
C ≤ P
[
Xm = j
∣∣∣ {Xn}m−1n=1 ,{R¯2(Xn)}m−1n=1 ,Lu,Errc] ≤ 109 C .
Since there are qI − (m− 1) types j ∈ [qI ] \ {Xn}m−1n=1 , summing over j in the second inequality of
the last display gives C ≥ 910 1qI−(m−1) . Plugging this into the first inequality of the last display
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gives for all j ∈ [qI ] \ {Xn}m−1n=1 ,
P
[
Xm = j
∣∣∣ {Xn}m−1n=1 ,{R¯2(Xn)}m−1n=1 ,Lu,Errc] > 25 1qI −m+ 1 .
Conditional on Lu such that |Lu| ≥ qI/4, for s ≤ m ≤ ℓ ≤ qI and s ≤ ℓ/20 we have
P
[
Xm ∈ Lu
∣∣∣∣ {Xn}m−1n=1 ,m−1∑
n=1
1[Xn ∈ Lu] < s, Lu, |Lu| ≥ qI4 , Errc
]
≥ 2
5
qI
4 −min{m, ℓ/20}
qI −m+ 1
≥ 1
12
.
So, on the event
∑ℓ
n=1 1[Xn ∈ Lu] ≤ ℓ20 , the random variable
∑ℓ
n=1 1[Xn ∈ Lu] conditional on Lu
and events |Lu| ≥ qI/4 and Errc, stochastically dominates a Binomial random variable with mean
ℓ/12. Hence, by a Chernoff bound,
P
[ ℓ∑
n=1
1[Xn ∈ Lu] ≤ ℓ
20
∣∣∣ Lu, |Lu| ≥ qI4 ,Errc ] ≤ exp(−ℓ/13) .
7 Item structure only: lower bound
In this section we prove a lower bound on the regret of any online recommendation system in the
regime with item structure only where qU = N as described in Definition 2.2. Throughout this
section, we will assume N > 32.
Theorem 7.1. Let r = ⌊.8 log qI − 4 log logN⌋ and η = 1/ logN . In the item structure model with
N users and qI item types, any recommendation algorithm must incur regret
regret(T ) ≥ 1− 3η
2
max
{
1,
1
2
Z(T ),
r
N
T
}
− T
N
,
where we define
Z(T ) =

T
2 , if T <
2
√
qI
3N
T
5 log qI
[
log(8qI log qI)− log(NT )
]
, if
2
√
qI
3N ≤ T <
4qI log qI
N
T
8 log qI
, if
4qI log qI
N ≤ T <
16qI(log qI )
2
N
1
2
√
TqI
N , if
16qI(log qI)
2
N ≤ T .
(36)
The assumption N > 32 implies η < 1/5. Note that the function Z(T ) is continuous up to a
multiplicative constant factor6.
6We define a function Z(T ) to be continuous up to a multiplicative constant factor C if for every T0,
C−1 lim
T→T−
0
Z(T ) < lim
T→T+
0
Z(T ) < C lim
T→T−
0
Z(T ).
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To get the simplified version in Section 3, we bounded the value of Z(T ) in the second (in
which
2
√
qI
3N ≤ T <
4qI log qI
N ) by
T
8 log qI
. Also, the assumption qI > 25 (logN)
5 guarantees that
1−3η
2 T r /N > cT/N for a constant c and we can remove the last term in the lower bound of regret.
7.1 Proof strategy
We call a recommendation au,t to user u at time t a bad (or uncertain) recommendation when
the probability of Lu,au,t = +1 given the history is close to (or smaller than) 1/2. Conversely,
recommendations for which the probability of Lu,au,t = +1 is close to one (much greater than
1/2) are considered good recommendations. Good and bad refers only to the confidence that the
recommendation is liked given the history at the moment the recommendation is made: a good
recommendation is not always liked and a bad recommendation is not always disliked.
We identify two scenarios in which recommendations are necessarily bad in the item structure
only model introduced in Definition 2.2: (i) A good estimate of item types is necessary in order to
make meaningful recommendations. To determine whether or not two items are of the same type,
approximately log qI users should rate both of them. To formalize this, similar to the lower bound
for the model with user structure only in Section 5, we use the concept of (r, η)-row regularity
(Definition 7.1). Lemma 7.3 shows that for a (r, η)-row regular preference matrix, items with fewer
than r ratings are liked by any user with probability roughly half, even if the preference matrix is
known. (ii) Even when we know the item types (i.e., clustering of items), if a given user u has not
rated any item with the same type as item i before, the probability that user u likes item i is 1/2.
Lemma 7.4 shows this property.
In Lemma 7.5 we bound regret in terms of the number of good recommendations and in
Lemma 7.6 we upper bound the number of good recommendations, which entails a counting argu-
ment. The theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6.
7.2 Proof of Theorem 7.1
Definition 7.1 (Row-regularity). The matrix A ∈ {−1,+1}n×m is said to be (r, η)-row regular if
its transpose is (r, η)-column regular (Definition 5.1). We write A⊤ ∈ Ωr,η, where Ωr,η is the set of
(r, η)-column regular matrices.
The following lemma is an immediate corollary of Lemma 5.3.
Lemma 7.2. Let matrix A ∈ {−1,+1}n×m have i.i.d. Bern(1/2) entries. If η < 1, then A is
(r, η)-row regular with probability at least
1− 2(2n)r exp
(
−η
2
3
m
2r
)
.
Throughout this section we will fix
r = ⌊0.8 log qI − 4 log logN⌋ and η =
1
logN
. (37)
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Applying Lemma 7.2 with these choices of r and η, we obtain that so long as N > 32 the preference
matrix Ξ is (r, η) row-regular (i.e., Ξ⊤ ∈ Ωr,η) with probability
P[Ξ⊤ ∈ Ωr,η] ≥ 1− 1
N
. (38)
Let cti be the number of times item i has been rated by any user by the end of time-step t− 1,
cti :=
N∑
u=1
t−1∑
s=1
1[au,s = i]. (39)
The following lemma shows that if cti is small and the preference matrix is row-regular, then the
outcome of recommending item i to any user at time t is uncertain.
Lemma 7.3. Let r and η be as in Equation (37). For any user u ∈ [N ] and item i ∈ N ,
P
[
Lu,i = +1
∣∣ au,t = i, cti < r,Ξ⊤ ∈ Ωr,η] ≤ 1 + 3η2 .
The next lemma shows that if a user u has not rated any item with the same type as item i
before, the probability that u likes item i is 1/2. Let Btu,τI(i) denote the event that user u has rated
an item of the same type as item i by time t− 1, i.e.,
Btu,τI(i) = {∃i′ ∈ N : au,s = i′ for some s < t and τI(i) = τI(i′)} . (40)
Lemma 7.4. We have that P[Lu,i = −1 | au,t = i, (Btu,τI(i))c, cti ≥ r] =
1
2 .
Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 (proved in Section 7.3) identify scenarios in which recommendations are
bad. In the complementary scenario, recommendations are not necessarily bad (and may be good).
We denote the number of such recommendations by
good(T ) =
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
1
[
ctau,t ≥ r,Btu,τI(au,t)
]
. (41)
The proof of the following lemma uses Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 to lower bound regret in terms of
expectation of good(T ).
Lemma 7.5. For η and r defined in Equation (37),
N regret(T ) ≥ 1− 3η
2
(
TN − E [good(T )]
)
− T .
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Proof. We partition the liked recommendations based on ctau,t , Btu,τI(au,t), and row regularity of Ξ:
N
(
T − regret(T )) = ∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
P
[
Lu,au,t = +1
]
=
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
P
[
Lu,au,t = +1, c
t
au,t < r,Ξ
⊤ /∈ Ωr,η
]
+
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
P
[
Lu,au,t = +1, c
t
au,t < r,Ξ
⊤ ∈ Ωr,η
]
+
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
P
[
Lu,au,t = +1, c
t
au,t ≥ r,
(Btu,τI(au,t))c] + ∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
P
[
Lu,au,t = +1, c
t
au,t ≥ r,Btu,τI(au,t)
]
=: A1+ A2+ A3+ A4 .
The proof is obtained by plugging in the four bounds below and simplifying.
Bounding A1. Plugging in the probability of Ξ being row regular from (38) gives
A1 =
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
P[Lu,au,t = +1, c
t
au,t < r,Ξ
⊤ /∈ Ωr,η] ≤ NT · P[Ξ⊤ /∈ Ωr,η] ≤ T .
Bounding A2. Multiplying the statement of Lemma 7.3 by P[au,t = i, c
t
i < r,Ξ
T ∈ Ωr,η] and
summing over i gives
A2 =
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
∑
i≥1
P[Lu,i = +1, au,t = i, c
t
i < r,Ξ
⊤ ∈ Ωr,η]
≤ 1 + 3η
2
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
P[ctau,t < r,Ξ
⊤ ∈ Ωr,η] ≤ 1 + 3η
2
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
P[ctau,t < r] .
Bounding A3. Lemma 7.4 gives
P[Lu,i = +1, au,t = i, c
t
i ≥ r, (Btu,τI (i))c]
P[au,t = i, cti ≥ r, (Btu,τI (i))c]
=
1
2
.
Multiplying this by P[au,t = i, c
t
i ≥ r, (Btu,τI(i))c] and summing over i gives
A3 =
1
2
∑
u∈[N ],t∈[T ]
P[cau,t,t ≥ r, (Btu,τI (au,t))c] .
Bounding A4. We bound by one the probability that a good recommendation is liked to obtain
A4 =
∑
u∈[N ],t∈[T ]
P[Lu,au,t = +1, c
t
au,t ≥ r,Btu,τI (au,t)] ≤
∑
u∈[N ],t∈[T ]
P[ctau,t ≥ r,Btu,τI (au,t)] = E[ good(T ) ] .
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Next, we upper bound the expected number of good recommendations made by the algorithm
in terms of parameters of the model.
Lemma 7.6 (Upper Bound for expected number of good recommendations). For any algorithm,
E[ good(T ) ] ≤ TN−max
{
1
2
NZ(T ), T r, N
}
.
where Z(T ) is defined in (36).
We prove this lemma in the next subsection. Theorem 7.1 is an immediate consequence of
Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6.
7.3 Proofs of lemmas
7.3.1 Proof of Lemma 7.3
We show that if an item has been rated by fewer than r users, its type is uncertain, because many
item types are consistent with the history even if the preference matrix is known. For a row-regular
preference matrix, uncertainty in the type of an item makes it impossible to accurately predict user
preferences for that item.
Consider item i at time t. Let w = {u ∈ [N ] : au,s = i, s < t} be the ordered tuple corresponding
to the set of users that were recommended item i up to time t − 1 , and let b = {Lu,i}u∈w be the
vector of feedback from users in w about item i . Note that cti < r implies |w| < r . We re-introduce
the notation from Definition 5.1: if M is the matrix obtained by concatenating the rows of Ξ
indexed by w, then Kb,w(Ξ
⊤) is the set of columns of M (corresponding to the item types) equal
to b. This is the set of item types consistent with the ratings b of users w for item i.
Conditional on Ξ, w, and b, the type τI(i) of item i at the end of time t − 1 is uniformly
distributed over the set of item types Kb,w(Ξ
⊤). This allows us to relate the posterior probability
of i being liked to row regularity of Ξ as follows. Let b+ = [b 1] ∈ {−1,+1}|w|+1 be obtained from b
by appending +1 . For a given user u /∈ w , we have Lu,i = +1 precisely when τI(i) ∈ Kb+,{w,u}(Ξ⊤) ,
which in words reads “item i is among those types that are consistent with the ratings of i up to
time t−1 and have preference vector with ‘+1’ for user u”. It follows that for any preference matrix
Ξ and any user u which has not rated i up to time t− 1 ,
P
[
Lu,i = +1
∣∣Ht−1,Ξ] = P[τI(i) ∈ Kb+,{w,u}(Ξ⊤) ∣∣Ht−1,Ξ] = kb+,{w,u}(Ξ⊤)kb,w(Ξ⊤) . (42)
The second equality is due to: (i) w and b are functions of the history up to time t − 1, Ht−1;
(ii) for fixed w and b, the set Kb,w(Ξ
⊤) is determined by Ξ⊤ ; (ii) τI(i) is uniformly distributed on
Kb,w(Ξ
⊤) given Ht−1.
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Recall that Ξ⊤ ∈ Ωr,η if the preference matrix Ξ is (r, η)-row regular. We have
P
[
Lu,i = +1,au,t = i | cti ≤ r,Ξ⊤ ∈ Ωr,η
] (a)
= E
[
P[Lu,i = +1 |Ht−1,Ξ]P[au,t = i|Ht−1 ]
∣∣ cti ≤ r,Ξ⊤ ∈ Ωr,η]
(b)
= E
[
kb+,{w,u}(Ξ⊤)
kb,w(Ξ⊤)
1[u /∈ w] P[au,t = i|Ht−1]
∣∣∣ cti ≤ r,Ξ⊤ ∈ Ωr,η
]
(c)
≤ (1 + η)
qI
2|w|+1
(1− η) qI
2|w|
P
[
au,t = i|cti ≤ r,Ξ⊤ ∈ Ωr,η
] (d)
≤ 1
2
(1 + 3η)P
[
au,t = i|cti ≤ r,Ξ⊤ ∈ Ωr,η
]
,
and this proves the lemma. It remain to justify the steps above. (a) follows since conditional on
Ht−1, the random variable au,t is independent of all other random variables. (b) uses (42) and the
fact that P[au,t = i|Ht−1] is nonzero only if u has not rated item i, so we may add 1[u /∈ w]. (c) is
justified as follows: if Ξ⊤ ∈ Ωr,η, then by Claim 5.2, Ξ⊤ ∈ Ωr−1,η. By Definition 5.1, this means
that kb,w(Ξ
⊤) ≥ (1− η)qI/2|w| and kb+,{w,u}(Ξ⊤) ≤ (1 + η)qI/2|w|+1. (d) If N > 32, then η in (37)
is less than 1/ log 32 and (1 + η)/(1 − η) ≤ 1 + 3η.
7.3.2 Proof of Lemma 7.4
At a high level, we make two observations: (i) if user u has not rated any item with type τI(i) before,
the feedback in the history Ht−1 is independent of the value of ξu,τI(i) given all other elements of
matrix Ξ and the item types; (ii) the types of items (function τI(·)) are independent of matrix Ξ,
and the elements of Ξ are independent. Hence, conditional on (Btu,τI(i))c, the posterior distribution
at time t of Lu,i is uniform on {−1,+1}.
Concretely, we may think of revealing the entries of Ξ on a “need-to-know” basis. Conditional
on (Btu,τI(i))c, entry ξτU (u),τI (i) has not yet been touched, so
P
[
Lu,i =+ 1
∣∣ au,t = i, τI(i) = j, (Btu,τI (i))c, cti ≥ r, τU (u)]
= P
[
ξτU (u),j = +1
∣∣ au,t = i, τI(i) = j, (Btu,τI (i))c, cti ≥ r, τU (u)] = 12 .
The lemma now follows by the tower property.
7.3.3 Proof of Lemma 7.6
Lemma 7.6 upper bounds the expected number of good recommendations. To prepare for the proof
of this lemma we introduce some notation. Recall that cti (defined in (39)) is the number of users
who have rated item i before time t. Let Ft = {i : cti ≥ r} be the set of items with at least r ratings
before time t and ft := |Ft| their number,
ft =
∑
i∈N
1[cti ≥ r].
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Let Gt = {i : 0 < cti < r} be the set of items that have been rated by at least one and fewer than r
users by time t and gt := |Gt| their number,
gt =
∑
i∈N
1[0 < cti < r].
In the following claim, we bound the number of good recommendations up to time T in terms
of fT and gT .
Claim 7.7. The number of good recommendations good(T ), defined in (41), satisfies good(T ) ≤
TN − gT − fT r.
Proof. Any i ∈ FT is recommended to at least r users by the end of time T . So, for any i ∈ FT ,
there are r recommendations in which i has been rated fewer than r previous times:∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
1[cti < r, au,t = i] = r, for i ∈ FT . (43)
Any i ∈ GT has been recommended at least once, so for these items∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
1[cti < r, au,t = i] ≥ 1, for i ∈ GT .
All recommended items are either in FT or GT . So, the total number of recommendations satisfies
NT =
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
∑
i≥1
1[au,t = i] =
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
∑
i≥1
1[cti ≥ r, au,t = i] +
T∑
t=1
N∑
u=1
∑
i≥1
1[cti < r, au,t = i]
≥ good(T ) +
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
∑
i∈FT
1[cti < r, au,t = i] +
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
∑
i∈GT
1[cti < r, au,t = i]
≥ good(T ) + fT r + gT .
where we used good(T ) ≤∑ t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
∑
i≥1 1[c
t
i ≥ r, au,t = i] .
The rest of the section contains the proof of Lemma 7.6.
Proof of Lemma 7.6. The lemma consists of three bounds on good(T ).
Proof of inequality E [good(T )] ≤ TN − T r. This bound is the easiest, so we start with this.
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good(T )
(a)
≤
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
∑
i≥1
1[cti ≥ r, au,t = i] =
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
∑
i:cTi ≥r
1[cti ≥ r, au,t = i]
(b)
≤
∑
i∈FT
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
1[au,t = i]− 1[cti < r, au,t = i]
(c)
≤ fT (N − r) .
(a) uses the definition of good(T ). For any item i, the sequence cti is nondecreasing in t. This shows
that if for an item cti > r at t ≤ T , then item i satisfies cTi ≥ r. (b) is derived by changing the order
of summations, the definition of FT and equality 1[cti ≥ r, au,t = i] = 1[au,t = i]−1[cti < r, au,t = i].
(c) Because each item is recommended at most once to each user, each item (and specifically items
in FT ) are recommended at most N times. This gives for i ∈ FT ,
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
1[au,t = i] ≤ N as the
bound for the first term in (c). The second term in (c) is bounded by Equation (43).
Plugging this into the statement of Claim 7.7 gives for any values of fT and gT ,
good(T ) ≤ T (N − r) . (44)
We now prove the other two bounds on good(T ), this time in terms of the number of item types
each user has rated by time T .
Let ΓTu be the set of item types that are recommended to user u up to time T ,
ΓTu =
{
j ∈ [qI ] :
∑
t∈[T ]
i:τI (i)=j
1[au,t = i] 6= 0
}
, and γTu = |ΓTu | . (45)
Claim 7.8. good(T ) ≤ N[T −minu γTu ].
Proof. For user u, the number of times an item type is rated for the first time by this user is
equal to the number of item types rated by user u. Hence,
∑
t∈[T ] 1[(Btu,τI(au,t))c] = γTu and∑
t∈[T ] 1[Btu,τI(au,t)] = T − γTu . Summing over u and using good(T ) ≤
∑
t∈[T ]
u∈[N]
1[Btu,τI(au,t)] proves
the claim.
Proof of inequality E [good(T )] ≤ NT − N . This follows from Claim 7.8 since γTu ≥ 1 for all
u ∈ [N ].
Proof of inequality E [good(T )] ≤ NT − 12NZ(T ). This last inequality is more involved than the
others. Let rtj be the number of items with type j that have been recommended (to any user) by
time t:
rtj =
∣∣ {i : τI(i) = j, au,s = i for some u ∈ [N ] and s ∈ [t]} ∣∣. (46)
By time T , T items with types in ΓTu (defined in (45)) are recommended to user u. Hence, T ≤
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∑
j∈ΓTu r
T
j ≤ γTu maxj rTj . This implies that
min
u∈[N ]
γTu ≥
T
maxj r
T
j
. (47)
We get a lower bound on minu γ
T
u via an upper bound on maxj r
T
j , which is in turn obtained via
martingale concentration bounds for each rTj . This is essentially just a question of bounding the
fullest bin in a balls and bins scenario, with the added complication that the time-steps in which
balls are thrown is random. Thus the number of balls (i.e., fT + gT ) is random, and the decision
to throw a ball at a given time may depend on the configuration of balls in bins.
Claim 7.9. Let δ > 0. Define k0, k1, k2 and the function ΘqI (k) as follows:
ΘqI (k) :=

2 , if k < k0 :=
√
qI/3
3
log qI
log qI−log k , if k0 ≤ k < k1 := qI/2
8 log qI , if k1 ≤ k < k2 := 2qI log qI
4k/qI , if k2 ≤ k .
(48)
For rTj defined in (46), P
[
maxj∈[qI ] r
T
j ≥ ΘqI (fT + gT )
]
≤ 1/2.
Proof. First, we define a useful martinagle. Let rt = (rt1, . . . , r
t
qI
) where rtj is defined in (46). Note
that ft + gt =
∑
j r
t
j is the total number of recommended items at the end of time t. Any new
item has type uniformly distributed on [qI ]; as a consequence, the sequence r
t
j − (ft + gt)/qI is a
martingale with respect to filtration Ft = σ(r0, r1, . . . , rt), because ft+ gt is incremented whenever
a new item is recommended and each new item increases rtj by one with probability 1/qI .
It turns out to be easier to work with a different martingale that considers recommendations to
each user separately, so that the item counts are incremented by at most one at each step. Consider
the lexicographical ordering on pairs (t, u), where (s, v) ≤ (t, u) if either s < t or s = t and v ≤ u
(such that the recommendation to user v at time s occurred before that of user u at time t). For
j ∈ [qI ], let
rt,uj =
∣∣∣{i : τI(i) = j, av,s = i for some (s, v) ≤ (t, u)}∣∣∣ .
Let rt,u = (rt,u1 , . . . , r
t,u
qI
) and define ρt,u =
∑
j r
t,u
j to be the total number of items recommended
by (t, u), e.g., ρT,N = fT + gT . We now define a sequence of stopping times Zk ∈ N× [N ],
Zk = min
{
(t, u) > Zk−1 : ρt,u > ρt,u−1
}
,
where (t, 0) is interpreted as (t− 1, N) and Z0 = (0, N). Zk is the first (t, u) such that a new item
is recommended by the algorithm for the k-th time, so ρZk = k. The Zk are stopping times with
respect to (ρt,u), and observe that k∗ = max{k : Zk ≤ (T,N)} = ρT,N = fT +gT since fT +gT is the
total number of items recommended by the algorithm by the end of time T . Also, ρZk∗ = fT + gT
and r
Zk∗
j = r
(T,N)
j for all j ∈ [qI ].
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Fix item type j ∈ [qI ]. The sequence M t,uj = rt,uj − ρt,u/qI is a martingale with respect to the
filtration F t,u = σ(r1,1, . . . rt,u) †. It follows that M˜kj := M (T,N)∧Zkj is martingale as well, this time
with respect to F˜k := F (T,N)∧Zk . Since Zk∗ ≤ (T,N), we have M˜k∗j = MZk∗j . We will use this
notation to prove statement of the claim in three different regimes. First, we would like to apply
martingale concentration (Lemma A.2) to M˜kj , and to this end observe that Var(M˜
k
j |F˜k−1) ≤ 1/qI
and |M˜kj − M˜k−1| ≤ 1 almost surely.
Step 1 For any k ≥ k2 := 2qI log qI , Lemma A.2 gives
P
[
M˜kj ≥
3k
qI
]
≤ exp
( −9k2/q2I
2(k/qI + k/qI)
)
= exp
(
− 2k
qI
)
.
This gives
P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
r
Zk∗
j ≥ ΘqI (k∗), k∗ ≥ k2
]
≤ P
[
∃k ≥ k2 s.t. max
j∈[qI ]
rZkj ≥ 4kqI
]
(a)
≤ P
[
∃k ≥ k2 s.t. M˜kj ≥ 3kqI
] (b)
≤
∑
k≥k2
exp
(− 2k
qI
)
=
exp
(− 2k2
qI
)
1− exp(−2/qI)
(c)
≤ 1
q2I
. (49)
where (a) uses ρZk = k. (b) uses a union bound and the inequality in the last display. (c) uses
definition of k2 and 1− exp(−2/qI) > q−2I (which is derived using e−a ≤ 1− a+ a2/2 and qI > 1).
Step 2 For any k2 > k we get
P
[
M˜kj ≥ 6 log qI
]
≤ exp
( −36 log2 qI
2(k/qI + 2 log qI)
)
≤ exp
( −36 log qI
2k2/(qI log qI) + 4
)
≤ 1
q4I
.
This gives
P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
r
Zk∗
j ≥ ΘqI (k∗), k∗ < k2
]
≤ P
[
∃k < k2 s.t. max
j∈[qI ]
rZkj ≥ 8 log qI
]
(a)
≤ P
[
∃k < k2 s.t. M˜kj ≥ 6 log qI
] (b)
≤
∑
k<k2
1
q4I
≤ k2
q4I
≤ 1
q2I
. (50)
(a) uses ρZk = k. (b) uses the inequality in the above display.
†To see that, define the event Enewu,t = {the item au,t has not been recommended before to anybody} where the
order is based on the lexicographic order we define in the proof of Claim 7.9. Then,
E
[
rt,uj −
ρt,u
qI
∣∣Ft,u−1
]
−
[
rt,u−1j −
ρt,u−1
qI
]
(a)
= E
[
1[τI(au,t) = j]−
1
qI
∣∣Ft,u−1, Enewu,t
]
P
[
Enewu,t
∣∣Ft,u−1
]
(b)
= 0 ,
(a) uses the fact that condition on event
(
Enewu,t
)c
, we have ρt,u = ρt,u−1 and rt,uj = r
t,u−1
j . Equality (b) uses the
assumption in the model which states that the prior distribution of type of an item which has not been recommended
before is uniform over [qI ]. Hence, P
[
τI(au,t) = j
∣∣∣Ft,u−1, Enewu,t
]
= 1/qI .
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Step 3 This step, k < k1 := qI/2, corresponds to bounding the number of balls in the fullest
bin when the number of balls, k, is sublinear in the number of bins, qI (since k = q
1−3δ
I with
δ > 18 log qI
). We will show that in this regime, the number of balls in the fullest bin is bounded by
1/δ. For given k < k1, define δ =
1
3
log qI−log k
log qI
(such that k = q1−3δI ). Then,
P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
rZkj ≥ 1/δ
] (a)
≤ qIP
[
rZk1 ≥ 1/δ
] (b)
≤ qI
(
k
1/δ
)
1
q
1/δ
I
(c)
≤ 5
q2I
(51)
(a) is a union bound over j ∈ [qI ]. (b) uses the fact that rZk+11 = rZk1 +1 with probability 1/qI and
r
Zk+1
1 = r
Zk
1 with probability 1− 1/qI independently of rZk1 . (c) holds for every δ > 18 log qI ( which
is due to k < k1) using
( k
1/δ
) ≤ (keδ)1/δ .
P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
rT,Nj ≥3
log qI
log qI − log k∗
, k∗ < k1
]
(a)
= P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
r
Zk∗
j ≥ 3
log qI
log qI − log k∗
, k∗ < k1
]
≤ P
[
∃k < k1 s.t. max
j∈[qI ]
rZkj ≥ 3
log qI
log qI − log k
] (b)
≤ k1 5
q2I
≤ 5
qI
(52)
(a) uses r
Zk∗
j = r
(T,N)
j . (b) uses a union bound and (51). Last inequality uses k1 < qI .
Step 4 This step uses a variation of the Birthday Paradox to bound maxj∈[qI ] r
T,N
j .
P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
rT,Nj ≥ 2, k∗ < k0
]
= P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
r
Zk∗
j ≥ 2, k∗ < k0
]
≤ P
[
∃k < k0 s.t. max
j∈[qI ]
rZkj ≥ 2
]
(a)
≤ P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
r
Zk0
j ≥ 2
]
= 1− P
[
r
Zk0
j ≤ 1 for all j ∈ [qI ]
]
(b)
= 1− P
[
rZkj ≤ 1 for all j ∈ [qI ] and k ≤ k0
]
= 1−
k0∏
m=1
P
[
rZmj ≤ 1 for all j ∈ [qI ]
∣∣ rZm−1j ≤ 1 for all j ∈ [qI ]]
(c)
= 1−
k0∏
m=1
(
1− m− 1
qI
)
≤ 1− (1− k0
qI
)k0 (d)≤ 2k20
qI
≤ 2
9
. (53)
(a) and (b) use the fact that rZkj is a nondecreasing function of k. We define r
Z0
j = 0. The type
of the (k + 1)-th drawn item is independent of the type of the previous k drawn items. Hence,
conditional on rZk =
(
rZk1 , · · · , rZkqI
)
, the random variable rZk+1 is independent of rZk−1 . This gives
equality (c). (d) uses exp
(
k log(1− k/qI)
) ≥ exp (− k2/(qI − k)) ≥ exp (− 2k2/qI) ≥ 1− 2k2/qI
for k ≤ k0 ≤ √qI ≤ qI/2.
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We put it all together,
P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
rTj ≥ ΘqI (fT + gT )
]
(a)
= P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
r
Zk∗
j ≥ ΘqI (k∗)
]
≤ P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
r
Zk∗
j ≥ ΘqI (k∗), k∗ ≥ k2
]
+ P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
r
Zk∗
j ≥ ΘqI (k∗), k0 ≤ k∗ < k2
]
+ P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
r
Zk∗
j ≥ ΘqI (k∗), ≤ k∗ < k1
]
+ P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
r
Zk∗
j ≥ ΘqI (k∗), k0 ≤ k∗ < k0
]
(b)
≤ 2
q2I
+
5
qI
+
2
9
≤ 1
2
.
(a) uses the definition of Zk and k
∗. (b) uses (49), (50), (52) and (53). Last inequality uses
qI > 10.
Plugging minu γ
T
u ≥ T/maxj∈[qI ] rTj , given in Equation (47) in Claim 7.9 proves
P
[
min
u∈[N ]
γTu ≤
T
ΘqI (fT + gT )
]
≤ P
[
max
j∈[qI ]
rTj ≥ ΘqI (fT + gT )
]
≤ 1
2
.
This statement and Claim 7.8 imply that with probability at least 1/2 we have
good(T ) ≤ NT −N T
ΘqI (fT + gT )
.
Combining this bound and Claim 7.7 gives that with probability at least 1/2,
good(T )≤NT −max
{
fT r + gT , N
T
ΘqI (fT + gT )
}
. (54)
Using the definition of the function ΘqI (k) in Claim 7.9 and some algebra, one can show that
for any k > 0,
max
{
k,
NT
ΘqI (k)
}
≥

NT
2 , if T <
2
√
qI
3N
NT
5 log qI
[
log(8qI log qI)− log(NT )
]
, if
2
√
qI
3N ≤ T <
4qI log qI
N
NT
8 log qI
, if
4qI log qI
N ≤ T <
16qI(log qI)
2
N
1
2
√
NTqI , if
16qI(log qI)
2
N ≤ T ,
or alternatively, max
{
k, NTΘqI (k)
} ≥ NZ(T ) where Z(T ) is defined in (36). To prove this, we show
that if k < Z(T ), then ΘqI (k) ≤ NTZ(T ) for each regime of parameter T . Note that the above bound is
not tight, but it is chosen such that this lower bound (and consequently the function Z(T ) which is
a scaling of the above lower bound as defined in (36)) is continuous up to a multiplicative constant
factor.
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Equation (41) shows that good(T ) ≤ NT with probability one. Hence,
E [good(T )] ≤ 1
2
NT +
1
2
(RHS of (54)) ≤ NT − 1
2
NZ(T ) .
This completes the proof of the lemma.
8 Discussion
In this paper, we analyzed the performance of online collaborative filtering within a latent variable
model for the preferences of users for items. We proposed variants of user-user CF and item-item
CF that explicitly explore the preference space. We also proved lower bounds for regret in the
extreme regimes of parameters corresponding to user-structure only (no structure in item space)
and item-structure only (no structure in user space). The lower bounds showed that the proposed
algorithms are almost information-theoretically optimal in these parameter regimes.
Adaptivity to unknown time time horizon T , as required to bound the anytime regret, is achieved
via a doubling trick whereby the algorithm is run afresh at a growing sequence of epochs. In practice
one would surely benefit from using knowledge gained from exploration in earlier epochs instead of
starting from scratch at each epoch. We mentioned how the user-user algorithm can be modified
to be adaptive to the number qU of user types, but it is less obvious how to make the item-item
algorithm adaptive without resorting to an impractical trick analogous to the doubling trick used
for T .
It is possible to modify all of the proposed algorithms to handle i.i.d. noise in the user feedback.
We did this only for the user-user algorithm, but it is straightforward to do so also for the item-
item algorithm. A hybrid algorithm, exploiting structure in both user space and item space, that
is nearly information-theoretically optimal in all regimes appears in a forthcoming paper.
While various insights were obtained through the analysis carried out in the paper, the assumed
randomly generated user preference matrix is unrealistic. A reasonable next objective is to perform
a similar analysis with a more flexible model for user preferences, perhaps described by a low-rank
matrix or a graphical model.
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A Concentration Lemmas
The following lemma is derived by application of Chernoff bound to Binomial variables [28].
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Lemma A.1 (Chernoff bound). Let X1, · · · ,Xn ∈ [0, 1] be independent random variables. Let
X =
∑n
i=1Xi and X¯ =
∑n
i=1 EXi. Then, for any ǫ > 0,
P
[
X ≥ (1 + ǫ)X¯] ≤ exp(− ǫ2
2 + ǫ
X¯
)
≤ max
{
exp
(
− ǫ
2
3
X¯
)
, exp
(
− ǫ
2
X¯
)}
P
[
X ≤ (1− ǫ)X¯] ≤ exp(− ǫ2
2
X¯
)
P
[|X − X¯ | ≥ ǫX¯] ≤ 2max{ exp(− ǫ2
3
X¯
)
, exp
(
− ǫ
2
X¯
)}
Lemma A.2 (McDiarmid [29]). Let X1, · · · ,Xn be a martingale adapted to filtration (Fn) satisfying
(i) Var(Xi|Fi−1) ≤ σ2i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
(ii) |Xi −Xi−1| ≤M , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let X =
∑n
i=1Xi. Then
P
[
X − EX ≥ r] ≤ exp(− r2
2
(∑n
i=1 σ
2
i +Mr/3
)) .
Lemma A.3 (Balls and bins: tail bound for number of nonempty bins). Suppose m ≤ n/4. If m
balls are placed into n bins each independently and uniformly at random, then with probability at
least 1− exp(−m/2) at least m/2 bins are nonempty.
Proof. Any configuration with at most m/2 nonempty bins has at least n − m/2 empty bins.
Thus we may bound the probability of having some set of n − m/2 bins be empty. There are(
n
n−m/2
)
=
(
n
m/2
)
possible choices for these empty bins, and each ball has to land outside of these,
which has probability [(m/2)/n]m. Thus, using union bound, the probability of at most m/2
nonempty bins is bounded by(
n
m/2
)(
m/2
n
)m
≤
(
n · e
m/2
)m/2(m/2
n
)m
≤
(me
2n
)m/2
≤ exp(−m/2) ,
where we used m ≤ n/4.
The following generalization of the above lemma is used in the analysis of the recommendation
system in noisy setup.
Lemma A.4 (Generalized Balls and bins: tail bound for number of nonempty bins). Fix 0 < a < 1
and c > 0. Define b , min{t : −(1− a/t) log a+ (1− a)/t log(1− a) > c}. Suppose m ≤ n/b. If m
balls are placed into n bins each independently and uniformly at random, then with probability at
least 1− exp(−cm) at least na bins are nonempty.
Proof. Any configuration with at most m/2 nonempty bins has at least n − m/2 empty bins.
Thus we may bound the probability of having some set of n − m/2 bins be empty. There are( n
n−m/2
)
=
( n
m/2
)
possible choices for these empty bins, and each ball has to land outside of these,
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which has probability [(m/2)/n]m. Thus, the probability of at most m/2 nonempty bins is bounded
by (
n
m/2
)(
m/2
n
)m
≤
(
n · e
m/2
)m/2(m/2
n
)m
≤
(me
2n
)m/2
≤ exp(−m/2) ,
where we used m ≤ n/4.
The following lemma records a simple consequence of linearity of expectation.
Lemma A.5 (Balls and bins: bound for the expected number of nonempty bins). If we throw m
balls into n bins independently uniformly at random, then, the expected number of nonempty bins
is n[1− (1− 1/n)m] .
B Converting to anytime regret
The doubling trick converts an online algorithm designed for a finite known time horizon to an
algorithm that does not require knowledge of the time horizon and yet achieves the same regret
(up to multiplicative constant) at any time [27] (i.e., anytime regret).
The trick is to divide time into intervals and restart algorithm at the beginning of each interval.
Let A(T ) be an online algorithm taking the known time horizon as input and achieving regret R(T )
at time T . There are two regret scalings of interest. (1) If R(T ) = O(Tα) for some 0 < α < 1,
then to achieve anytime regret, the doubling trick uses time intervals of length 2, 22, 23, .., 2m. This
achieves regret of at most R(T )/(1−2α) at time T for any T . (2) Alternatively, if R(T ) = O(log T ),
then using intervals of length 22, 22
2
, .., 22
m
achieves regret of at most 4R(T ) at time T for any T .
Clearly, different scalings can be used before and after T1 if the algorithm achieves regret
O(log T ) for T < T1 and O(
√
T ) if T ≥ T1, as is the case for the proposed item-item CF algorithm.
C Proof of Lemma 4.5
We show that P[Bcuv] ≤ 2ǫ/(N2) for any pair of users u, v ∈ [N ]. Using a union bound over
the
(N
2
)
pairs of users gives P[Bc] ≤ ǫ. According to Line 7 of the Algorithm 4.5, gu,v =
1{∑rs=1 Lu,au,sLv,av,s ≥ λr} . At s ≤ r, the same item is recommended to all users: as := au,s = av,s.
Hence, Lu,au,s = ξτU (u),τI (as)zu,as and Lu,au,s = ξτU (v),τI (as)zv,as . First, we look at the users of the
same type:
P
[
gu,v 6= 1
∣∣τU (u) = τU(v)] (a)= P[ r∑
s=1
Lu,au,sLv,av,s < λr
∣∣τU (u) = τU(v)]
(b)
= P
[ r∑
s=1
ξτU (u),τI (as)zu,as ξτU (v),τI (as)zv,as < λr
∣∣τU (u) = τU (v)]
(c)
= P
[ r∑
s=1
zu,aszv,as < λr
∣∣τU(u) = τU (v)] (d)= P[ r∑
s=1
zu,aszv,as < λr
] (e)
≤ exp (− (1− 2γ)2r
18
) (f)≤ 2ǫ
N2
,
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where (a) uses the definition of gu,v according to the Line 7 of Algorithm 2. (b) uses the noise
model (11). If τU (u) = τU(v) then ξτU (u),τI (as) = ξτU (v),τI (as) which gives (c). The variables zu,i
are independent of other variables in the model which implies (d). For users u 6= v and any item i,
E[zu,izv,i] = (1 − 2γ)2. Lemma A.1 and the choice of λ in Algorithm 2 gives (e). The choice of r
gives the result (f).
Now, we look at the pair of users u and v such that τU (u) 6= τU(v). Define Lu,v =
∣∣{j : ξτU (u),j 6=
ξτU (v),j}
∣∣ to be the set of item types on which user types τU (u) and τU (v) disagree.
P
[
gu,v 6= 0
∣∣τU (u) 6= τU(v)] (a)= P[ r∑
s=1
ξτU (u),τI(as)zu,asξτU (v),τI (as)zv,as ≥ λr
∣∣τU (u) 6= τU (v)]
(b)
≤ P
[
|Lu,v| < 5qI/12
∣∣ τU(u) 6= τU (v)]
+ P
[ r∑
s=1
ξτU (u),τI (as)ξτU (v),τI (as)zu,aszv,as ≥ λr
∣∣ |Lu,v| > 5qI/12, τU (u) 6= τU(v)]
(c)
≤ exp (− qI/144) + exp (− r (1− 2γ)2 /4) ≤ 2ǫ/N2 .
(a) uses the definition of gu,v in Line 7 of Algorithm 2. Total probability lemma gives (b). Condi-
tional on τU (u) 6= τU (v), the variables ξτU (u),j and ξτU (v),j are independently uniformly distributed.
Using the definition on Lu,v, this implies that |Lu,v| is the sum of qI i.i.d. uniform Bernouli random
variables. Hence, Chernoff bound in Lemma A.1 gives the bound on the first term in (c). To bound
the second term, note that the items as are chosen independently of feedback for s ≤ r. Hence,
conditional on |Lu,v| ≥ 5qI/12, the variables ξτU (u),τI (as)ξτU (v),τI (as) = −1 with probability at least
5/12. The variables zu,as and zv,as are independent of other parameters of the model and algorithm
and zu,aszv,as = −1 with probability 2γ(1 − γ). Hence, ξτU (u),τI (as)ξτU (v),τI (as)zu,aszv,as = −1 with
probability at least [5 + 4γ(1− γ)]/12. Using Chernoff bound in Lemma A.1 gives the second term
in (c). The assumption qI > 144 log(N
2/ǫ) and the choice of r gives the result.
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